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InTroduCTIon

this course is designed for a technician who has prior engine knowledge.  it provides 
practical experience in understanding engine mechanical diagnosis and includes 
five areas of concern as described in the Student Learning Objectives, which are not 
caused by electrical, fuel or ignition problems.  

As an automotive technician you must be able to quickly and accurately diagnose 
engine concerns.  simply replacing parts is not enough.  often a failed part is a 
symptom of a larger problem.  if you install new parts without properly diagnosing 
the cause of the failure, the new parts could also fail.  this makes it possible for a 
technician to replace an expensive, hard-to-service component, only to find that it 
does not correct the problem.  

this instructor-led course is Phase 1 of the two-phase engine diagnosis series.  
Phase 2 of this series is a web-based training course.  At the conclusion of the web-
based course is a review test of both in-center course content and web-based content.  
this will test your knowledge of the material covered in both phases.  you must pass 
this review test to receive credit for both Phase 1 and Phase 2 of engine diagnosis.  

when diagnosing a vehicle concern, it is important to follow a logical procedure.  By 
following a standard procedure you are less likely to miss a small, easy-to-fix item 
that can be the cause of a malfunction.

engine diagnosis is done in six basic steps:

Verification of complaint1. 
Verification of any related symptoms2. 
symptom analysis3. 
Problem isolation4. 
repair problem5. 
verify proper operation6. 
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sTudenT learnIng objeCTIves

Upon successful completion of this course, the student will be able to:

identify the characteristics of engine mechanical diagnosis, including the • 
following eight areas:

Noises and vibrations –

lubrication system –

mechanical system –

electronic diagnostic tools –

Performance –

Cooling system –

failed component analysis –

thread repair –

operate standard diagnostic tools.  • 

Perform a diagnostic procedure following a logical sequence for diagnosing • 
engine mechanical concerns.  

Perform diagnostic tests on oil systems.  • 

Perform diagnostic tests on cooling systems.  • 

Perform selected engine mechanical diagnostic tests and analyze test results to • 
determine necessary repairs.  

Analyze the engine components to determine the extent of repairs needed.  • 
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aCronyms

the acronyms listed here are used throughout this course.

a/C•	 Air Conditioning

afv•	 Alternative fuel vehicle

aPI•	 American Petroleum institute

asd•	 Automatic shut down

drb III®•	 diagnostic readout Box third Generation

dTC•	 diagnostic trouble Code

eCT•	 engine Coolant temperature

eCu•	 electronic Control Unit

eeld•	 evaporative emissions leak detector

egr•	 exhaust Gas recirculation

eTC•	 electronic throttle Control

ffv•	 flexible fuel vehicle

gPeC•	 Global Powertrain engine Controller

hoaT•	 Hybrid organic Additive technology

IaC•	 idle Air Control

IlsaC•	 international lubrication standardization and Approval 
Committee

k•	 Pa Kilopascals

MDS•	 multiple displacement system

mPa•	 megapascals

nox•	 oxides of Nitrogen

nvh•	 Noise, vibration, and Harshness

o•	 2 oxygen

obd II•	 on Board diagnostic second Generation

PCm•	 Powertrain Control module

PeP•	 Peripheral expansion Port

PCv•	 Positive Crankcase ventilation
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psi•	 Pounds per square inch

PWm•	 Pulse width modulation

rom•	 read only memory

rpm•	 revolutions Per minute

sae•	
sTI•	

society of Automotive engineers

steel thread insert

TdC•	 top dead Center

ToT•	 transmission oil temperature

vCT•	 variable Cam timing

vvT•	 variable valve timing

wiTeCh™•	 wireless technician (Chrysler's diagnostic PC application)
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body Code lIsT (2004 my - 2009my)
Code desCrIPTIon years aPPlICable

AN dakota 2004
Cs Pacifica 2004 - 2008

d1/dC ram 3500 Pickup 2006 - 2008
dH/dr ram 1500/2500 2007 - 2008
dH/dr ram Pickup/ram Pickup Hd 2004 - 2006

dm ram 4500 2006 - 2008
ds ram 1500 2009 - current
dx reg Cab Chassis (mexico) 2008 - current
HB durango 2004 - 2008
HG Aspen 2007 - 2008
jC journey 2009 - current
jK wrangler 2007 - 2008
jr sebring/stratus 2004 - 2006
js Avenger/sebring 2007 - 2008

js41 sebring Convertible 2007 - 2008
KA Nitro 2007 - 2008
Kj liberty 2004 - 2006
KK liberty 2007 - current
lC Challenger 2009 - current
le 300 (export) 2006 - 2008
lH 300m/intrepid/Concorde 2004
lx Charger 2006 - 2008
lx 300/magnum 2005 - 2008
mK Compass/Patriot 2006 - 2008
Nd dakota 2005 - 2008
Pl Neon 2004 - 2005
Pm Caliber 2004 - 2008
Pt Pt Cruiser 2004 - 2008
rG Caravan/town and Country/voyager (BUx) 2004 - 2005
rs Caravan/town and Country 2004 - 2007
rt Caravan/town and Country 2008 - current
sr viper 2004 - 2006
st sebring/stratus (2-door coupe) 2004 - 2005
tj wrangler 2004 - 2006
vA sprinter 2004 - 2006
vB sprinter 2007 - 2008
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Code desCrIPTIon years aPPlICable
wj/wG Grand Cherokee 2004
wK/wH Grand Cherokee 2005 - 2008
xK/xH Commander 2006 - 2008

ZB viper 2008 - current
ZH Crossfire 2004 - 2008
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engIne noIse / vIbraTIon ConCernslesson 1  

overvIeW
there are many causes for engine noise and vibration.  Because sound travels easily 
through metallic objects, it is sometimes difficult to identify engine noise.  Vibration 
is the repetitive motion of an object, back and forth or up and down.  Because 
vibrations typically happen only under certain driving conditions, their causes may 
be difficult to identify.  

noIses
when diagnosing engine noise, it is important to determine the type of noise and 
the conditions under which the noise may exist.  remember engine noise is usually 
synchronized with engine speed.  In most cases this will be an important first step 
when testing for engine noise.  

Specific noises can also relate to a specific component or condition.  For example, a 
light tapping at half engine crankshaft speed can mean a valvetrain issue.  Use such 
noise-to-component relationships to help diagnose engine noise.

Engine assembly noises can be difficult and time-consuming to diagnose.  However, 
when performed correctly, you will find that spending a few more minutes thoroughly 
diagnosing the problem to determine its root cause will save you a great deal of time 
in the long run.  it is important to diagnose the failure and its cause before beginning 
any repairs.  A correct diagnosis helps you fix the problem right the first time, 
resulting in a satisfied customer.  

vIbraTIons
vibratory motion is a function of time and is measured in Hertz or cycles per second.  
vibration is described in various ways and using many words, including:

shake• 

shimmy• 

shudder• 

Buzz• 

drone• 

vibrations can be constant or variable.  they can occur in every driving condition, or 
during a portion of the entire engine operating speed range.  vibrations are usually 
caused by some rotating component or components, or sometimes by the improper 
combustion of the air/fuel mixture in individual engine cylinders.  
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Under normal conditions, a rotating component will not produce a noticeable 
vibration.  However, if the component is loose, misaligned, not properly balanced, or 
out-of-round, then a noticeable vibration can be produced.  engine vibrations that 
do not generate a noise are generally created by an out-of-round, out-of-balance or 
damaged component.  

usIng a sTeThosCoPe
two types of stethoscopes can be used to isolate engine noises; mechanical and 
electronic.  the mechanical stethoscope can be used with or without a metal probe.  
without the probe, general locations of knocking noises can be found and vacuum 
leaks located.  when the metal probe is used and placed against a suspected area, 
the sound is transmitted through the metal probe and amplified for identification.  

if you hear a noise, go around the engine compartment with a stethoscope until you 
find the location where the noise is the loudest.  Most likely this is where the noise is 
being produced.  

exerCIse CauTIon When usIng an eleCTronIC sTeThosCoPe WarnIng: 
on an engIne ThaT Is runnIng.  ThIs TyPe of sTeThosCoPe 
Can greaTly InTensIfy noIse, WhICh Could ImPaIr your 
hearIng.  

ts0001

manual stethoscope electronic stethoscope

stethoscope listening devicesfigure 1  
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usIng WIreless lIsTenIng devICes
Commercially available wireless electronic listening devices can also be used.  one 
such system is the ChassiseAr™, which can be valuable for locating squeaks and 
rattles that only occur when a vehicle is being driven.   

ts0002

wireless ChassiseAr™ system (Pse 223-97202 or eqivalent)figure 2  
the wireless multi-channel receiver shown can isolate up to 4 different microphone 
transmitters positioned at various locations within and under a running vehicle.  the 
channels can be switched to listen to each one individually, either with the receiver's 
built in speaker or by plugging in a set of headphones.  

Care should be taken when using such devices because they can amplify noTe: 
normal noises, which could indicate false areas of concern.  
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verIfyIng CusTomer noIse or vIbraTIon ConCerns
The first in-shop tests for verifying customer engine noise or vibration concerns 
should be the Neutral run-Up test and/or the engine load test.  

neutral run-up Test
this test is used to verify the noise or vibration is engine speed-related and not 
vehicle speed-related.  the steps of this test include:  

increasing rpm while in PArK, or in NeUtrAl on rear wheel drive vehicles, • 
with the brakes applied.  

measuring the frequency of the vibration with a vibration analyzer to determine • 
if the vibration is related to crankshaft speed, engine accessory speed, or 
engine firing frequency.  

isolating engine mounts and engine accessories.  • 

this test will rule out driveline or tire concerns that may be interpreted as an noTe: 
engine vibration to the customer.  for information on diagnosing a driveline 
vibration refer to the Noise, vibration, and Harshness (NvH) Course.

engine load Test
the engine load test is used to detect engine noise or vibration.  this test can help 
reproduce engine speed-related concerns that cannot be identified with a neutral 
run-up test or a neutral coast down test.  

Vibrations that cause the crankshaft to fluctuate can also generate misfire noTe: 
diagnostic trouble Codes (dtCs).  

The engine load test also identifies noise and vibration sensitive to engine load or 
torque demand.  for this reason, these concerns often appear only during heavy 
acceleration or when climbing a hill.

inline 4-cylinder engines have a natural vibration that occurs at twice the noTe: 
speed of the crankshaft (2nd order).  this is because for each crankshaft 
revolution two pistons are up and two pistons are down, two times.  for this 
reason some inline 4-cylinder engines use a balance shaft.
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engIne noIse
Your first step in diagnosing any engine area noise should be:

Check the engine oil level and condition• 

run the engine at various engine speeds and loads• 

engine assembly noises can come from six different areas:  

internal engine noise• 

engine mount noises• 

Air intake noise• 

exhaust system noises• 

flexplate noise• 

engine accessory noises• 

Internal engine noise
internal engine noises can be caused by:

lower end components such as pistons, wrist pins, main and connecting rod • 
bearings

Upper end components such as lifters, rocker arms, valves, and valve springs• 

timing sprocket components such as timing gears, idler, tensioners, belts, • 
chains, and guides

water pump bearing• 

spark knock, detonation, or carbon knock in the combustion chamber• 

when diagnosing engine assembly noises, note that:

load affects lower end noises more than upper end noises• 

Piston noises can occur on warm or cold engines• 

Piston slap noises are generally worse on a cold engine –

Piston pin noises are generally worse on a warm engine –

valvetrain noises may be associated with engine performance problems• 

timing drive components and/or water pump noises (rattles or whines) are • 
more noticeable at idle

Pinging caused by pre-ignition or detonation is worse on a hot engine under • 
load

Carbon knock can be caused by hardened carbon deposits formed in the • 
combustion chamber

lower end noises are generally described as a "knock"• 
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Upper end noises are generally described as "ticking"• 

ticking may also be related to underhood electrical solenoids such as:• 

Purge solenoid –

exhaust Gas recirculation (eGr) –

transmission –

Fuel injectors –

if you have concluded that the noise is internal to the engine, isolate the noise by 
performing the appropriate tests:  

lower eNd - Use a stethoscope to pinpoint the noise; check oil pressure • 
and condition; to further isolate the noise perform an injector kill or cylinder 
balance test; disassemble and inspect internal engine components if required.  
inspect and measure the following items to determine the cause of the failure 
and extent of the repair:  

Bearing condition –

Camshaft and crankshaft end play –

Connecting rod side clearance –

main bearing bore diameter and condition –

Cylinder bore out-of-round or taper –

Piston to cylinder wall clearance –

UPPer eNd - Use a stethoscope to pinpoint the noise; check oil pressure and • 
condition; to further isolate the noise perform an engine vacuum gauge test.  

timiNG CHAiN/Belt - Use a stethoscope to pinpoint the noise; check oil • 
pressure and condition; check the timing chain for stretch (if an engine oil-fed 
hydraulic chain tensioner is used) or timing belt condition, tensioner pulley(s), 
timing chain/belt cover.  

ComBUstioN CHAmBer• 

spark knock/detonation - Normally a fuel concern (not mechanical); refer to  –
tests in Powertrain diagnostic test Procedure information.  

do not use combustion chamber cleaner on electronic throttle CauTIon: 
body engines, damage to the throttle body may occur.

Carbon knock - Use a combustion chamber cleaning process and note  –
changes in noise.  refer to the appropriate service information for the 
combustion chamber cleaning process and which engines it should not be 
performed on.  
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engIne dIagnosTIC Tools
when diagnosing an internal engine noise, measuring tools may need to be used to 
measure the tolerances of the engine parts.  the tools used to diagnose and measure 
engine components are:

small bore gauge• 

micrometers• 

telescoping gauges• 

dial indicator (clamp or magnet base)• 

large bore gauge• 

valve spring tester• 

ts0003

1

2

3
4

5
6

7

1 0-1 inch micrometer 5 large Bore Gauge
2 small Bore Gauge 6 valve spring tester 
3 3-4 inch micrometer 7 telescoping Gauge
4 dial indicator

measuring toolsfigure 3  
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internal engine Noisetable 1  

TyPe of 
noIse rPm TemP. load susPeCTed area 

or ComPonenT TesT

ticking idle All 0% Upper end, 
solenoids

stethoscope, isolate 
solenoids

Knock 1200 Cold light lower end, internal 
engine

Injector Kill, 
stethoscope, 
Combustion 
Chamber Cleaner

Ping
1500  
and 

above
Hot 70% Pre-ignition

Check Powertrain 
diagnostic 
information and 
tsBs

rattle idle All
0%

25%

exhaust/intake

flexplate

loosen exhaust, 
isolate PCv, Brake 
torque engine

squeal 1100 All 0% Accessories

Belt tension, 
remove Belt,  
water mist, 
stethoscope

Hiss idle All 0% intake/exhaust

Pinch off Hoses;  
Check to see if this 
Noise is a Normal 
Characteristic

drone 1400 All 25% mounts/exhaust

vehicle speed or 
rPm related, Brake 
torque test, loosen 
exhaust

Clunk idle All 0% mounts
engine Position, 
Brake torque 
front/rear
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engine mount noises
The engine mounts are the first components that isolate vibration from the engine to 
the passenger compartment.  vehicles can be equipped with molded rubber mounts, 
hydraulic mounts, or a combination of the two.

ts0004

1 2

1 mount Bracket 2 engine mount

typical engine mountfigure 4  
engine mounts that are misaligned, broken, leaking, or grounded to the body or 
frame can cause a noise or vibration concerns and are generally worse under load.  
to determine if engine mounts are the cause of the concern:  

visually inspect to locate damaged, loose, or misaligned components.  if the • 
vehicle has been in an accident, minor damage can cause a number of serious, 
engine-related alignment problems.  

Check the engine under load in different gear positions and at various engine • 
speeds.  
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in addition to rubber or hydraulic mounts, some engines use torque struts to support 
the engine.  these mounts consist of upper and lower struts mounted to upper and 
lower bracket assemblies.  Both the upper and lower torque strut must be adjusted 
to ensure proper engine positioning and mount loading.  whenever a torque strut 
bolt is loose, perform the appropriate adjustment procedure as detailed in the Service 
information.  

shown below is the front engine mount of a four-point mounting system that utilizes 
two load-carrying hydro-elastic mounts at each frame rail, and two torque controlling 
mounts located at the front and rear of the engine.  

ts0016

1 2

3

1 torque Controlling mount 3 mount retaining Bolts
2 mount through Bolt

torque Controlling front engine mount (2.4l jC)figure 5  
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air Intake noises
Air intake noises are created from air being drawn into the engine.  Components in 
this area include the intake manifold, plenum, gaskets, vacuum lines, and intake air 
resonators.  these noises are characterized by a rattling, whistling or "air rushing" 
noise.  

the purpose of the intake air resonator is to help smooth out the pulses of air 
entering the engine, especially during medium to hard acceleration.  this resonator 
not only lowers noise, but helps performance.  

to determine if air intake noise is the cause of the concern:  

operate the engine at different temperatures and rpm• 

visually inspect the intake air ducts, resonators, and vacuum lines• 

determine if the noise is normal for the engine• 

ts0006

1 2

1 Air Cleaner 2 Air resonator

typical intake system (3.7l KK)figure 6  
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exhaust system noises
the exhaust system can also be a source of noise.  the length and gauge of the 
exhaust system can easily magnify noises created by bending or twisting.  Combined 
with catalytic converters, resonators, mufflers and heat shields, an exhaust system 
can create noise and vibration.  The exhaust system can significantly increase the 
noise level in the passenger compartment.  

ts0007

1

2

3

4

5

6

1 Ball flanges 4 Band Clamps
2 Catalytic Converters 5 Muffler and Resonator
3 Cross Brace 6 isolators

typical exhaust system (2.7l lx)figure 7  
typical exhaust system noises include ticking, hissing, whistling, droning, or rattling.  
these noises can be caused by:

Grounded, misaligned, or binding exhaust system components• 

Broken fasteners or hangers• 

Bent components• 

Leaking connections or joints• 

Exhaust manifold, flange, or gaskets• 

Defective catalyst, resonator, or muffler• 

loose or bent heat shields• 

Normal resonance created by the engine firing pulses• 
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ts0008

1

2

3

4

5

6

1 exhaust manifold 4 flange
2 Catalytic Converter (maniverter) 5 Crossover Pipe
3 Pre-catalyst o2 sensor 6 Post-catalyst o2 sensor

typical exhaust manifold flangefigure 8  
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A v-band clamp secures the catalytic converter to the exhaust manifold connection.  
When the V-band clamp is tightened, it forces the flared mating surfaces of the 
manifold and the catalytic converter pipe together.  This seals and supports the joint.

when removed, v-band clamps must be replaced with new clampsnoTe: 

ts0009

1

2

1 v-Band Clamp 2 t-Bolt

typical v-Band Clampfigure 9  
tests or inspections include:

visually inspecting the exhaust components, including the eGr system• 

running the engine at various loads, rpm and temperatures• 

Using a bore scope to check the catalyst for meltdown or break-up• 

tapping on exhaust system components• 

Using a stethoscope to isolate the source• 

restricting or blocking the tailpipe and checking for leaks• 

loosening exhaust system hangers to verify misalignment by neutralizing the • 
exhaust system noise

exhaust system back pressure test• 
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flexplate Concerns
Noises from the flexplate are usually rattles, buzzing, popping, or clunking.  The 
cause of these noises can be a cracked flexplate, loose or incorrect bolts, or the 
flexplate contacting the flexplate cover.

Performance concerns can be caused by the flexplate.  When replacing the flexplate 
make sure that the correct flexplate is installed on the vehicle.  

To determine if a flexplate is the source of the noise:  

load the engine at various rpm, in park as well as drive and reverse• 

Perform a visual inspection• 

Use a stethoscope• 

Spray a lubricant around the crank-to-flexplate joint.  If the noise changes or • 
goes away, the flexplate is probably cracked

When replacing the flexplate make sure the correct one is installed with the noTe: 
correct torque converter bolts.

ts0010

2
1

1
5

3

2 4
76

8

1 flexplate 2 flexplate Bolts

flexplate inspectionfigure 10  
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engine accessory noises
Another source of engine noise can be from the engine accessory drive system.  

when diagnosing accessory noise it is important to make sure the engine or engine-
firing frequency is not the source of the noise.  Engine firing frequencies can cause 
components to resonate and vibrate.  The amplification of the noise may increase due 
to the load of the accessories.  sometimes, the most effective repair is to isolate the 
disturbance by interrupting its transfer path, rather than attempting to eliminate the 
source.  

Serpentine belts used on today's engines can make it difficult to isolate the source of 
the noise since the belts are not removed individually.  Because the serpentine belt 
usually drives all components, one component may affect another through resonance.  
if removing the serpentine belt eliminates the vibration, install the belt and operate 
each component separately.  By operating the air conditioning, or turning the 
steering wheel, some components can be eliminated or isolated as sources of noise.  

ts0011

1

2 2

1

1 Belt 2 Belt tensioner

Accessory drive Belt (2.4l Pt, 2.0/2.4l js)figure 11  
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Another source of noise from the accessory drive belt can be the belt condition and 
belt tension.  if a belt is cracked, frayed, or glazed this could cause a customer noise 
concern.  Belt tension can also be a cause for noise, even though a majority of belt 
systems are automatically tensioned.  when checking for accessory drive belt noise 
check the belt tension and adjust as needed.  An overtightened accessory drive belt 
can cause other accessories to make noise, or cause them to fail prematurely.

Accessory drive belt tests include:

water misting the belt• 

Using a stethoscope• 

Checking belt tension with a drB iii® scan tool with a belt tension gauge • 
adapter (8371 tool) connected, or a belt tension gauge

removing the belt and operating the engine without it• 

limit engine run time when the belt is removed from the water CauTIon: 
pump.
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notes:  
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engIne lubrICaTIon sysTemlesson 2  

oIl TyPes
There are two labels on a bottle of oil.  The first is the American Petroleum Institute 
(APi) label, which contains the performance level, viscosity, and fuel economy rating 
of the oil.

API	Certification	Mark
An oil displaying this mark meets the current engine protection standard and fuel 
economy requirements of the international lubrication standardization and Approval 
Committee (ILSAC), a joint effort of US and Japanese automobile manufacturers.  
most automobile manufacturers recommend using oils that carry the APi 
Certification Mark.

The API Certification Mark starburst identifies engine oils recommended for a 
specific application, such as gasoline service.  An oil may be licensed to display the 
starburst only if the oil satisfies the most current requirements of ILSAC minimum 
performance standard for this application, currently Gf-4 for gasoline engines.  the 
starburst symbol must be on the oil for the oil to comply with Chrysler engines.

ts0012
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oil labelsfigure 12  
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Performance level
oils designed for gasoline engines fall under APi’s s (service) categories.  Although 
service category sl and sj are still listed as current, only service category sm should 
be used in today's (post-2004) automobiles.  

sm• for all automotive engines currently in use. introduced in 2004, 
sm oils are designed to provide improved oxidation resistance, 
improved deposit protection, better wear protection, and better 
low-temperature performance over the life of the oil.

sl• for 2004 and older automotive engines.
sj• for 2001 and older automotive engines.

oils designed for diesel engines fall under APi’s C (Commercial) categories.  Although 
there are other commercial service categories still listed as current, only service 
category Cj-4 should be used in today's (post-2006) diesel vehicles.  

Cj-4• introduced in 2006, Cj-4 oils are for diesel fuels ranging in 
sulfur content up to 0.05 percent by weight.  optimum protection 
is provided for control of catalyst poisoning, particulate filter 
blocking, engine wear, piston deposits, low and high temperature 
stability, soot handling properties, oxidative thickening, foaming, 
and viscosity loss due to shear.

Ci-4• introduced september 5, 2002 for high-speed, four-stroke engines 
designed to meet 2004 exhaust emission standards implemented 
in 2002.  Ci-4 oils are formulated to sustain engine durability 
where exhaust Gas recirculation (eGr) is used and are intended 
for use with diesel fuels ranging in sulfur content up to 0.5 percent 
by weight.  

CH-4• introduced in 1998 for high-speed, four-stroke engines designed to 
meet 1998 exhaust emission standards.  

viscosity
A society of Automotive engineers (sAe) viscosity grade is used to specify the 
viscosity of engine oil.  Viscosity means the flowability of oil.  More specifically, 
it is the property of an oil to offer continued resistance to flow at a wide range of 
temperatures.  thicker oils generally have a higher viscosity, and thinner oils a 
lower viscosity.  these are the most important oil properties for an engine.  if the 
viscosity is tool low, it can shear and lose film strength at high temperatures.  If the 
viscosity is too high, it may not pump to the proper engine parts at low temperatures 
and the oil film may tear at high rpm.  Engines need oil that is both thin enough for 
cold starts, yet thick enough to maintain viscosity when the engine is hot.  for this 
reason multi-grade or multi-viscosity oils meet SAE specifications for both the low 
temperture requirements of a light oil as well as the high temperature requirements 
of a heavy oil.  
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the oil viscosity numbers for multi-grade 5w-30 represent the following:

The 5 refers to how well the oil will flow at cold temperatures.  A lower number • 
will have a lower viscosity, and the oil will flow faster through the engine when 
first started.  This is very important in cold weather starts as most engine wear 
occurs at this time.  it is important to note that synthetic oils have much better 
low temperature flow characteristics.

The W indicates winter and designates the oil as having good flow capability for • 
cold weather starts.

the 30 indicates the high temperature viscosity of the oil when the engine has • 
reached operating temperature.

fuel economy rating
the energy conserving rating applies to oils intended for gasoline engines.  
widespread use of energy conserving oils may result in an overall savings of fuel.  

oIl degradaTIon
engine oil sludge is typically a form of oil degradation.  the most common form of 
oil degradation is caused by the interaction that takes place between the engine oil 
and internal contaminates.  engine oil degradation can also be the result of external 
contaminants added to the oil.  

sludge builds up when the oil is left in the engine beyond its useful life.  low quality 
engine oil that does not meet the minimum standards, can also cause sludging.  
make sure the proper quality engine oil is used.  mopar engine oils exceed the latest 
API Certification requirements.  Finally, engine oil sludge could also be an indication 
of a more serious mechanical concern such as a crankcase ventilation system not 
functioning properly.  

today's engines place higher demand on engine oil because they are designed to 
increase power and rpm, reduce emissions, and improve fuel economy.  Adhering to 
the appropriate maintenance schedule is vitally important to prolonged engine life.  
Customer perception of driving type and time are major issues.  

oil Change Indicator system
starting with 2008 models, Chrysler began installing oil change indicator systems 
to track driving habits and notifying the motorist with an indicator message when 
to change the vehicle's motor oil.  the oil change indicator system will remind you 
that it is time to take your vehicle in for scheduled maintenance.  on electronic 
vehicle informantion Center (eviC) equipped vehicles, "oil Change required" will be 
displayed in the eviC and a single chime will sound, indicating that an oil change is 
necessary.  On non-EVIC equipped vehicles, "Change Oil" will flash in the instrument 
cluster odometer and a single chime will sound, indicating that an oil change is 
necessary.  Based on engine operating conditions, the oil indicator message will 
illuminate.  this means that service is required for your vehicle.  Have your vehicle 
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serviced as soon as possible; within the next 805 km (500 mi).  

the oil change indicator message does not monitor the time since the last oil change.  
Change your vehicle's oil if it has been six months since your last oil change even 
if the oil change message is not illuminated.  Change your engine motor oil more 
often if you drive your vehicle off-road for an extended period of time.  Under no 
curcumstances should oil change intervals exceed 10,000 km (6,000 mi) or six 
months, whichever comes first.  

oil Change intervalstable 2  

maintenance Items

Perform maintenance every:
(Where time and mileage are listed, 
follow	the	interval	that	occurs	first)

miles Kilometers or months
Change the engine oil and engine oil filter 
if using your vehicle under any of the 
following severe duty conditions:  

- short trips 
- stop and go driving 
- dusty or off-road conditions 
- Police, taxi, or fleet use 
- frequent trailer towing 
- e85 fuel

3,000 5,000 3

or or or
Change your engine oil and engine oil filter 
if your vehicle is not operated under any of 
the conditions listed under severe duty

6,000 10,000 6

some Chrysler engines are exceptions to the oil change intervals listed above noTe: 
– always consult the service information for the correct service interval.  

flex fuel oIl requIremenTs
Because ethanol produces more water during combustion, specific types of engine 
oil are required to keep the oil, water and alcohol mixed in the crankcase.  if non-
approved oils are used in E85 burning flex fuel engines, the water and alcohol can 
separate and reduce lubrication, eventually resulting in premature engine failure.  
for this reason, only oils rated with an sm (APi) rating or a Gf-4 (ilsAC) rating or 
above should be used.  
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synTheTIC oIl use
The makers of synthetic oils have certified their performance with groups such as 
APi, the automotive industry group ilsAC, and others.  introduced in the early 1970s 
for automotive use, synthetic oil manufacturer's claim greater lubricity on startup, 
better high and low temperature viscosity performance, improved chemical and shear 
stability, as well as resistance to evaporative loss, oxidation, thermal breakdowns, 
and oil sludge issues over conventional motor oils.  

early reports of potential breakdown of plastic engine components has been 
overcome by the manufacturers, as well as rumors that a new engine had to be 
broken in with conventional oil prior to using synthetic oil.  for a number of years 
synthetic oil has been installed at the factory for some Chrysler vehicles, check with 
the service information if there is any doubt.  

oIl ConsumPTIon
when a customer is concerned about oil consumption and there are no visible leaks 
or engine problems, an oil consumption test must be started.  to perform an oil 
consumption test the customer needs to bring the vehicle in and the oil topped off 
and the mileage and date noted.  the owner then brings the vehicle back at certain 
intervals to have the oil checked and the amount with the date and mileage recorded.  

As a general rule of thumb a vehicle that has over 12,070 kilometers (7,500 noTe: 
miles) and consumes more than a quart of oil every 1,609 kilometers (1,000 
miles) should be diagnosed further.

A loss of oil can mean two things: engine oil is being burned in the combustion 
chamber (internal leakage) or oil is leaking externally.  oil can also contaminate the 
cooling system.  
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burnIng oIl
question customer about driving habits and type of oil used• 

short trips –

towing –

wide open throttle –

oil viscosity –

oil brand –

Change interval –

look for bluish colored smoke on start up that indicates failed valve guides/• 
seals.  inspect the spark plugs for oil fouling

Check the crankcase ventilation system• 

Check for an overfilled crankcase• 

Check for an intake manifold leak that is pulling a vacuum on the crankcase• 

Check for worn or damaged piston rings• 

tests include:

Perform oil consumption test• 

Cylinder compression test• 

Cylinder leak test• 

oil dye test• 

exTernal oIl leaKs
operate the vehicle to identify the approximate location from the dripping.  if • 
necessary, clean the area to see exactly where the leak is originating

After the suspect component is identified, check the component and the area • 
around the component to determine the exact cause of the leak

Check all gaskets, mating surfaces, and hoses• 

Check for a plugged crankcase ventilation system• 

Be sure you have found the exact cause.  replacing a gasket will not repair a leak 
from a bent or damaged component.  If you still cannot find the oil leak, perform 
either a fluorescent oil dye test or a Pressure leak detection test.
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oIl leaK deTeCTIon, dye meThod
if your visual inspection does not locate the cause of an oil leak concern, a 
fluorescent oil dye leak test may help find the leak.  

Do not clean or degrease the engine before performing a fluorescent oil dye noTe: 
leak test.  some solvents can cause rubber to swell and temporarily stop the 
leak.  

Add the fluorescent oil dye to the engine oil (using the procedure recommended by 
the oil dye leak test manufacturer).

start the engine and let it idle for about 15 minutes.1. 
Check the oil dipstick to make sure the dye has thoroughly mixed.  the oil 2. 
will be a bright yellow under a black light.  this is best viewed with the special 
glasses supplied with the test kit.
Use a black light and inspect the entire engine for traces of the yellow dye.3. 

if you do not see traces of the dye, drive the vehicle at various speeds for about 24 
km (15 miles) and repeat the inspection.

if you suspect an internal leak on an engine burning oil, the backside of the valve(s) 
and/or the top of the piston may show traces of dye.

If you still cannot find the oil leak, proceed with the oil leak detection pressure 
method as follows.  

oIl leaK deTeCTIon, Pressure meThod
this test can be done using the evaporative emissions leak detector (eeld), 
evaporative system pressure tester, or a pressure regulator capable of reducing the 
pressure to 21 kPa (3 psi).

do not pressurize the crankcase more than 21 kPa (3 psi).CauTIon: 
Using the dipstick tube, PCv grommet or the crankcase ventilation tube, 1. 
pressurize the crankcase to not more than 21 kPa (3 psi).  Use a shop towel to 
seal the pressurized supply hose and selected area.  to verify the crankcase 
is pressurizing, remove the oil filler cap and listen for escaping air.  If you can 
hear the escaping air, install the cap and continue.
Plug all remaining open crankcase holes so air cannot escape.2. 
Add a solution of liquid detergent and water to suspected oil leak areas.3. 
watch for bubbles that indicate a leak.  4. 
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CranKCase venTIlaTIon sysTem
the reason for having a crankcase ventilation system is to:

recycle crankcase vapors• 

scavenge oxides of Nitrogen (Nox) from the area where oil oxidation and • 
polymerization is most likely to occur

remove heat from the crankcase• 

maximize oil change intervals• 

remove piston blow-by gases and fumes• 

the PCv system uses engine vacuum to establish air circulation and with it the 
removal of the unwanted vapor mixtures and burnt and partially burnt products of 
combustion.

A plugged crankcase system can cause buildup of crankcase pressures that may lead 
to failure of an oil seal or gasket.  system tests include checking for proper vacuum 
and basic component inspection.  refer to the appropriate vehicle service information 
for test procedures.

ts0013
3

21

4 5

6

1 PCv valve 4 PCv Check valve
2 o rings 5 spring
3 locking device 6 Crankcase vapors

Cutaway PCv valvefigure 13  
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The following graphics shows the air flow through the crankcase both at idle and at 
high engine rpm.  At idle, with low manifold vacuum, the engine channels outside 
air through the crankcase, up into the valve cover(s), then down into the pistons.  At 
high rpm the high vacuum compresses the PCv valve spring, closing the valve and 
causing the engine to only circulate crankcase air into the pistons.  

ts0014

idle full throttle

v-6 engine PCv system figure 14  
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notes:  
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eleCTronIC dIagnosTIC sCan Toolslesson 3  

wiTeCh™ overvIeW
Using traditional scan tools for diagnostics has always been a navigation intensive 
task.  However, this has changed for Chrysler with the introduction of the witeCH™ 
system for diagnostic services.  the witeCH™ system was designed to be easier 
to read and much more intuitive to navigate.  it also allows the technician to 
immediately begin diagnostics the moment the system connects to a vehicle, instead 
of sifting through page after page of preliminary data.  

ts0015

witeCHfigure 15  ™ screen layout
Many of these system benefits become obvious when the initial system screen is 
viewed.  the main screen is horizontally divided into two halves, with a sliding divider 
bar separating them.  the top portion of the screen is the vehicle view, the bottom 
portion is called eCU view.  the vehicle view includes a legend and a matrix of the 
vehicle's electronic components, called the topology.  the eCU view is divided into 
tabs that show different diagnostic information.  if the sliding bar is moved up to 
make the ECU View larger, the Vehicle View's topology will resize to fit the smaller 
space.  
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vehicle view
the vehicle view's high level perspective presents the technician with a snapshot of 
the current status for all of the vehicle controllers included in the build.  the high 
resolution, color coded map graphically indicates which electronic Control Units 
(eCUs) are responsive, which have dtCs, and which are out of date.  An always-
visible legend to the left of this map explains at a glance the current status of the 
eCU systems displayed.  

eCu view
the eCU view on the bottom portion of the screen is divided into four tabs; All dtCs, 
diagnostic Procedures, Customer Preferences, and vehicle Preparations.  A number 
of important functions can be performed from this view, without ever having to leave 
the main screen.  these include some of the most common diagnostic tasks, such as:  

reading and clearing dtCs, with the ability to view environmental data• 

Generating various reports, such as vehicle scan• 

execute the most common routines, such as Customer Preferences and vehicle • 
Preparations  

lv0016

environmental data displayfigure 16  
In ECU View, diagnosing an ECU in more detail is also just a click away.  From this 
location a technician can:  

flash an eCU• 

view and graph data• 

start actuators• 

Execute routines specific to an ECU• 
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ts0017

legend and topology view Closeupsfigure 17  

ts0018

retrieving flash files wizardfigure 18  
But possibly the greatest advantage and time savings this system offers is instead of 
the technician having to find the applicable Service Information prior to accessing the 
vehicle's systems with the scan tool, witeCH™ brings the service information right 
into the application.  this single source approach helps eliminate the risk of missing 
or overlooking important information prior to performing a repair procedure.  
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For example, if an icon indicates the availibilty of a flash for a particular ECU, a 
technician can either immediately initiate the flash, or first pull up all of the relevant 
service bulletins explaining the reason for the update.  

ts0019

diagnostics linked with service informationfigure 19  
witeCH™ acts as a gateway to both the diagnostic information detailed by 
starsCAN® and starmoBile®, as well as the web-based information found at 
the dealerCoNNeCt site.  By incorporating a rich and streamlined graphical user 
interface with an emphasis on linked diagnostics, witeCH™ combines diagnostic and 
service information into one easy-to-use PC application.  
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drb III® and PeP module overvIeW
Although the witeCH™ is the premier diagnostic scan tool for Chrysler vehicles, 
the drB iii®, an older electronic scan tool that predates the CAN bus, is extremely 
effective in performing certain engine diagnostic tests while the engine is running.  
This is because the DRB III® has a functionally-specific adapter that can link this 
scanning device to specific engine components, allowing the technician to perform 
certain tests on these components which can be useful for verifying or eliminating 
possible causes of symptoms reflecting a customer concern.  

the drB iii® Peripheral expansion Port (PeP) module plugs into the drB iii® to 
provide four plug-in cable ports for various testing adapters.  the PeP module also 
provides four megabytes of additional read only memory (rom) when connected to 
the drB iii®.  

in addition to the PeP module carrying case, plug-in accessories included with the 
PeP module include lab scope adapter leads, pressure transducer cable, pressure 
transducers (sensors), fittings, inclinometer (optional) and an exhaust gas analyzer 
(optional).  

ts0020

1

1 PeP module (Plugs into drB iii®)

drB iii® with PeP modulefigure 20  
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located on the PeP module are ports for the Pounds per square inch (Psi) 
connection, two ports for the scope leads (sCoPe CH1 and CH2), and a single port 
for the inclinometer (iNCl) or exhaust gas analyzer cable (exH).  these ports are 
labeled as shown.

lv0021

PeP module Connection Portsfigure 21  
The PSI port must first be connected to the 6-way pressure transducer input cable, 
which can then be used with the various pressure sensors.  

drb III® Pressure/vaCuum dIsPlay
the digital Pressure/vacuum display has a pressure sensor that attaches to the 
pressure source and sends digital signals by wire from the pressure transducer 
(sensor) to the drB iii® PeP module.  this eliminates testing with pressurized lines 
and multiple gauges.

the signals can be sensed from up to six test points and are displayed on a bar 
graph with a numeric value for comparison.  diagnostic data can be recorded to allow 
review during diagnostics.  recordings can be saved for future reference.

Cables
the CH7056/Ce7056 power cable is used with the lab scope and Pressure/vacuum 
display.  it connects to the vehicle cigar lighter receptacle and can be used to power 
the drB iii®.

lv0022

CH7056/Ce7056 Power Cablefigure 22  
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the CH7057/Ce7057 6-way pressure transducer input cable connects to the PeP 
module Pounds per square inch (psi) port and is used for pressure measurement.  
Up to six sensor extension cables (CH7060) can be connected to the inlets of the 
6-way pressure transducer input cable.

ts0023

CH7057/Ce7057 6-way Pressure transducer input Cablefigure 23  
the CH7060/Ce7060 is a 12 ft. transducer (sensor) extension cable used to connect 
pressure transducers to the 6-way pressure transducer input cable (CH7057).  one 
CH7060 cable is needed for each pressure transducer that is connected to the 6-way 
pressure transducer input cable.  

ts0024

CH7060/Ce7060 12 ft. transducer extension Cablefigure 24  
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Pressure fITTIngs
An assortment of pressure fittings and pressure transducers are used with the PEP 
module Pressure/vacuum display.

only use the Ch7064 5000 psi pressure transducer for pressure CauTIon: 
readings on brake systems.  do not use this pressure transducer 
on any other vehicle system.

ts0025

1

2

3

4

1 5000 psi, CH7064 (red) 3 15 psi, CH7063 (Black)
2 500 psi, CH7059 (Blue) 4 2.5 psi, CH7069 (Green)

PeP module Pressure fittings and Pressure transducersfigure 25  
The CH8519 pressure fitting is installed in the Oxygen (O2) sensor port of the exhaust 
system and measures exhaust backpressure.  A 12 ft. pressure transducer cable 
and the 15 psi (black) transducer must be used with the exhaust backpressure 
fitting.  Typical exhaust backpressure with the vehicle in park/neutral at 2000 rpm 
is 3.45 kPa (0.5 psi); always refer to service information – diagnosis and testing – 
restriction test to obtain the maximum exhaust back pressure limits for a vehicle 
being tested.  
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ts0026

CH8519 exhaust Backpressure fittingfigure 26  
the cylinder head compression adapter is installed in a spark plug hole to measure 
the compression pressure of a cylinder.  

ts0027

8116 Cylinder Head Compression Adapterfigure 27  
Always	check	to	ensure	the	proper	fitting	adapter	has	been	CauTIon: 
selected	before	screwing	that	fitting	into	the	vehicle	component	
being tested; forcing the wrong thread type (such as british 
threads) into a vehicle component will destroy its threads.  
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notes:  
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engIne PerformanCe ConCernslesson 4  

overvIeW
Engine performance concerns include problems like engine misfires, loss of power, 
and stalls.  After checking the fuel and secondary ignition components, the following 
tests and inspection procedures can be performed to locate a mechanical concern 
with the engine:

Injector kill test/cylinder balance test (power balance test)• 

Cylinder compression test (dry and wet)• 

Cylinder leak down test• 

Checking the valve timing• 

vacuum gauge test• 

Checking valvetrain components for weak springs, carbon deposits, incorrect • 
seating of valves

intake mainfold leak test• 

exhaust backpressure test• 

InjeCTor KIll TesT / CylInder balanCe TesT
An injector kill test / cylinder balance test (also called a power balance test) is used 
to determine if all cylinders are working equally well.  this test is accomplished by 
comparing each cylinder's participation in engine rpm/power to the overall level 
of efficiency.  Based on the results, a problem area is isolated and thus easier to 
diagnose.  

For example, if a 60 rpm drop occurs on the first seven cylinders tested, but there is 
no rpm drop on number eight, then there is a mechanical problem with the eighth 
cylinder tested, such as a valve not sealing, or a cracked piston ring.  this test can 
also be used to isolate lower engine noise to a particular cylinder.  

Prior to running this test, make sure there are no fault codes regarding the fuel 
delivery system;  fuel pump, pump relay, fuel filter, fuel lines, pressure regulator, and 
the injectors themselves.  Problems with any of these components could falsify the 
injector kill test results.  

if a customer complains of a loss of power, or the engine runs rough, you may have 
to perform a cylinder balance test.  rpm loss can vary depending on engine size, 
configuration and the extent of the miss.  As one would expect, cutting out one 
cylinder on an eight cylinder engine will have much less drop than removing one 
cylinder on a four cylinder engine.  
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Refer to the wiTECH™, StarSCAN®, or StarMOBILE® for details on the fuel injector 
kill test.  The test disables individual fuel injectors while monitoring the change in 
rpm.

The fuel injector kill test does not work on all vehicles.  Always check the noTe: 
service information before starting this test.  

CylInder ComPressIon TesT
the most common method of measuring compression is with a specially designed 
pressure gauge.  A fitting attached to the gauge is put in place of the spark plug of 
the cylinder being tested (with all of the other spark plugs removed).  the drB iii® 
with the PeP module and proper pressure sensor adapters can also be used for this 
test.

standard Compression Test – dry and Wet
For a dry compression test, first drive the vehicle until engine reaches normal 
operating temperature.  remove all of the spark plugs and insert the compression 
gauge adapter into the number 1 spark plug hole.  disable the ignition/fuel system 
by referring to the service information.  Crank the engine until the maximum 
compression pressure for the cylinder is reached, and write this number down.  

repeat the test steps for all additional cylinders.  if one or more cylinders have 
abnormally low compression readings, repeat the compression test on those cylinders 
to verify the results.  if the same cylinder or cylinders again produce an abnormally 
low reading on the second compression test, perform a wet compression test on the 
cylinder or cylinders.  

to perform a wet compression test, add 28.4 ml (1 oz.) of 30-weight oil to the cylinder 
being tested and perform the compression test again.  Adding oil to the cylinder may 
temporarily seal worn rings to the cylinder walls.  thus, if the compression readings 
increase, the piston rings are probably worn.  if the compression readings do not 
change, the valves may not be sealing properly.  
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running Compression Test
when a standard compression test does not reveal any concerns, a running 
compression may be performed.  this test can detect:

Broken valve springs• 

worn valve guides• 

Bent pushrods• 

worn cam lobes• 

sticking valves• 

intake or exhaust manifold restriction• 

the theory behind this test:  when you perform a standard, static compression test, 
you are checking cylinder sealing, not breathing (volumetric efficiency).  This test 
looks at an individual cylinder's ability to breathe.  

say the running engine is creating a vacuum of 18 inches of mercury, and the 
ambient barometric pressure is about 30 inches of mercury, so the difference (30 – 
18 = 12) is what the engine is inhaling.  12 inches of mercury is equal to about 6 psi 
absolute air pressure.  Compressed to about an 8:1 ratio, you should get 6 x 8 = 48 
psi pressure if all of the available air makes it into the cylinder and all of that air gets 
exhaled from the cylinder.  therefore, your idle reading on a running compression 
test should be about 50 psi.  

An engine idles at about 600-900 rpm, and the starter motor obviously cannot crank 
the engine as fast as the engine idles.  In fact, most manufacturer's specifications 
require the engine to crank at only 80-250 rpm.  therefore, we are checking the 
compression of an engine at cranking speed to determine the condition of an engine 
that cannot actually run at that speed.

removing the spark plugs on a hot aluminum cylinder head may CauTIon: 
cause damage to the spark plug thread holes.  

in addition, some might think the compression at idle speed would be substantially 
higher than the compression at cranking speed because the valve overlap of the 
cam is more effective at higher engine speeds, and this would tend to increase the 
compression.  However, the compression pressure of a running engine is actually 
much lower than cranking compression pressure.  this results from the volumetric 
efficiency.  When the engine is revolving faster, there is actually less time for air to 
enter the combustion chamber.  thus, with less air to compress, the compression 
pressure is lower.  
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typically, the higher the engine rpm, the lower the running compression:  

Compression at cranking (80-250 rpm)• 862-1,103 kPa (125-160 psi)
Compression at idle (600-900 rpm)• 414-621 kPa (60-90 psi)
Compression at low speed (2,000 rpm)• 207-414 kPa (30-60 psi)

similar to the cranking compression test, the running compression of all cylinders 
should be equal.  therefore, a problem is not likely to be detected by the value of one 
cylinder, but by how far its running compression value varies from the values created 
by the other cylinders.

Use the procedure below to perform a running compression test.  

this test can be done with a conventional compression gauge or the PeP noTe: 
module.

1. remove one spark plug.

2. remove the shrader valve from the bottom of the compression gauge.  

leaving the schrader valve in will affect your reading.  noTe: 
3. screw the compression gauge into the spark plug hole.

4. Ground the spark plug wire, or unplug the coil for coil on plug engines, and 
disconnect the fuel injector.

5. start the engine.

6. record the gauge reading at maximum sweep of the needle.

7. snap the throttle open and closed as quickly as possible, so the engine rpm does 
not raise, and record the highest reading.  this forces the engine to take as much air 
in as possible.  this test will detect a restriction in the intake or exhaust systems.

A timing light, which may be helpful to stabilize readings, can be connected noTe: 
to the cylinder being tested to highlight the highest reading of the cylinder.

8. turn off the engine.

9. remove the compression gauge, reinstall the spark plug and wire, and connect the 
fuel injector.

10. repeat steps 1-8 for the remaining cylinders.  

Allow a 10 percent variance from the highest to the lowest cylinder.
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CylInder leaK TesT
the cylinder leak test is an accurate way to determine the condition of an engine.  
the cylinder leak test checks for any causes of combustion and compression 
pressure loss due to piston rings.  this test also detects if exhaust and intake valves 
are not seating properly, plus checks for any leaks between adjacent cylinders or into 
the water jacket.  

do noT remove The CoolIng sysTem Pressure CaP WITh  WarnIng: 
The sysTem hoT and under Pressure beCause serIous 
burns from CoolanT Can oCCur.  

to perform a cylinder leak test:  

Check the coolant level and fill as necessary.  Do not install the cooling system 1. 
pressure cap.  
start the engine and operate it until it reaches normal operating temperature.2. 
turn off the engine.3. 
remove all of the spark plugs.  4. 
Remove the oil filler cap.5. 
remove the air cleaner.6. 
Calibrate the tester according to the manufacturer's instructions.7. 

eaCh PIsTon musT be exaCTly TdC When CheCKed, oTher-WarnIng: 
WIse The engIne Could sPIn a half Turn When a CylInder 
Is PressurIzed and Cause Injury.  

test for cylinder leakage with each piston at tdC, as this is when all valves are 8. 
closed.  the top of the cylinder is where the piston makes all of its power, and 
is also typically where the greatest cylinder wear occurs.  
Perform the test procedures on each cylinder according to the tester 9. 
manufacturer's instructions.  

while testing, listen for the following:  

Pressurized air escaping through the throttle body, tailpipe, and oil filler cap • 
opening.  

A hissing sound coming from the throttle, which can mean air is escaping past • 
the intake valve(s).  

A hissing sound coming from the valve cover or dipstick tube, which can mean • 
air is escaping past the piston rings.  

A hissing sound coming from the exhaust sytem, which can mean that air is • 
escaping past the exhaust valve(s).  

in addition, check for any bubbles in the radiator coolant, which can indicate 
concerns such as a head gasket leak.  
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All gauge pressure indications should be equal, with no more than 25 percent 
variance due to leakage.  

valve TImIng
An engine with misfires, lack of power, or no start could be suffering from a serious 
crankshaft/camshaft alignment problem.  if the timing is incorrect valves can contact 
the pistons and the engine will misfire.  If the engine timing marks are aligned, 
this does not always mean the valve timing is correct.  to check the timing mark 
alignment, refer to the Service Information section on "Valve Timing Verification."  

vaCuum gauge dIagnosIs
A vacuum test is used to detect vacuum leaks or loss of vacuum.  A vacuum gauge is 
connected to the intake manifold and measures the vacuum.  it is important to watch 
the movement of the needle when reading the vacuum gauge.  the movement of the 
needle is as important as the reading itself.  An erratic or jerky movement can be an 
indication of a problem, even though the reading itself appears to be correct.  table 2 
shows how to interpret various vacuum gauge readings.  

vacuum Gauge readings and their implicationstable 3  
readIng InTerPreTaTIon ImPlICaTIon

Normal engine reading 
at idle

when running the engine at idle and 
connecting a gauge to a manifold 
vacuum port, the needle reads 
between 18 and 22 inches of mercury 
and holds steady.

Normal engine 
reading during rapid 
Acceleration

during a fast acceleration, the 
needle drops to almost zero.  during 
continued acceleration the gauge will 
slowly return to near normal readings.

Normal engine 
reading during rapid 
deceleration

when the throttle is suddenly released 
during acceleration, the needle will 
jump to a higher than normal reading 
before returning to normal readings.
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readIng InTerPreTaTIon ImPlICaTIon
sticking valve the needle has a rapid intermittent 

drop from a normal needle indication.  
this is different from a burned or 
leaking valve reading, which drops at 
regular intervals.  this can be caused 
by a tight stem-to-guide clearance.  

worn valve Guides the needle swings back and forth over 
a 3 to 4 inches of mercury range at 
idle speed.  As the speed of the engine 
increases, the needle steadies.

leaking Piston rings when the engine is accelerated hard, 
the needle drops to zero inches of 
vacuum.  Upon deceleration, the 
needle only runs slightly higher than 
a normal high vacuum reading.  A 
compression test will verify a leaking 
piston ring.

Blown Cylinder Head 
Gasket

the vacuum reading consistently 
drops to 10 to 15 inches of mercury 
below normal at regular intervals and 
then returns to normal.  if this occurs, 
check the cylinder head gasket or a 
warped head-to-block surface.

restricted exhaust 
system

At idle, the vacuum reading is normal.  
when engine rpm is increased, 
the backpressure caused by the 
restriction causes the needle to slowly 
drop to zero.  At that point, the needle 
slowly rises.  the distance the needle 
rises depends on the severity of the 
restriction.
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readIng InTerPreTaTIon ImPlICaTIon
late ignition or valve 
timing

late valve timing could cause a steady 
but low reading.

Poor valve seating A small but regular drop and a 
flickering needle can mean one 
or more valves are not seating, or 
possible external misfire.

weak valve springs weak valve springs are indicated by 
the needle swinging back and forth 
over less than a 4 inch range during 
idle, but the range increases as the 
engine speed is increased.  

uPPer end InsPeCTIon
valve/spring Inspection and Testing
the valvetrain of an engine is one of the most critical components for engine 
performance.  the smallest amount of wear or buildup on valvetrain components 
can have a dramatic negative effect on engine performance.  with this in mind, the 
correct measurement and repair of the valvetrain and related components is vital in 
determining the cause of reduced engine performance and possible misfires.  

Perform the following:

Carbon buildup inspection• 

valve face and seat inspection• 

valve spring height measurement• 

valve spring pressure measurement• 

valve stem-to-guide clearance measurement• 

Refer to the Service Information for test procedures and specifications.  
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if the valves and valve seats were serviced and their surfaces remachined noTe: 
the valve stem height could be incorrect, which would result in a valve not 
sealing correctly.  For proper valve stem height specifications refer to the 
service information.  

Intake manifold leak diagnosis Tests
intake manifold leaks on earlier engines with open valleys could cause various 
concerns, such as oil consumption, noise, rough idle, or high idle, depending on 
where the leak occurs.  methods used to perform a vacuum leak diagnosis include:  

Propane enrichment test• 

water mist method• 

o• 2 sensor feedback

refer to the test in the service information before starting a manifold leak diagnosis.  

exhausT sysTem resTrICTIon TesT
Excessive exhaust backpressure can cause engine back firing, misfires and lack 
of power concerns.  the exhaust system restriction test can be performed on most 
vehicles using a vacuum pressure gauge or a drB iii® with PeP module.  
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notes:  
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CoolIng sysTem ConCernslesson 5  

CoolIng sysTems and engIne PerformanCe
Improperly configured, faulty, or leaking cooling systems will seriously impact engine 
performance.  When diagnosing a cooling system concern, a first critical step can be 
ensuring that the proper coolant is being used in the vehicle.  

CoolanT TyPes
the cooling system is designed around the properties of the coolant itself.  the 
coolant must accept heat from the engine block, as well as the cylinder head area 
near the exhaust valves.  the coolant then carries this heat to the radiator, where the 
tube/fin arrangement transfers the heat to the air.  

today's heavy use of aluminum for components such as cylinder blocks, cylinder 
heads, and water pumps, requires special corrosion protection.  for this reason 
mopar antifreeze/coolant 5 year/100,000 mile formula, or equivalent ethylene glycol 
base coolant with Hybrid organic Additive technology (HoAt), is recommended.  
these coolants offer the best engine cooling without corrosion when mixed with 50 
percent distilled water to obtain a freeze point of -37° C (-34° f).  if the coolant loses 
color or becomes contaminated, drain, flush, and replace with a fresh, properly mixed 
coolant solution.  

Green coolants must not be mixed with HoAt coolants.  when replacing the 
coolant, perform a complete system flush prior to coolant replacement.

never use hoaT coolant with a concentration greater than 60 CauTIon: 
percent coolant and 40 percent distilled water.  mopar antifreeze/
coolant, 5 year/100,000 mile formula may not be mixed with 
any other type of antifreeze.  doing so reduces the corrosion 
protection and may result in premature water pump seal failure.  
If non-hoaT coolant is introduced into the cooling system in an 
emergency,	it	should	be	replaced	with	the	manufacturer	specified	
coolant as soon as possible.  
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CheCKIng CoolanT ConCenTraTIon
Coolant concentration should be checked when any additional coolant is added to the 
system or after a coolant drain, flush, and refill.  The coolant mixture offers optimum 
engine cooling and protection against corrosion when mixed to a freeze point of 
-37◦ C (-34◦ f).  either a hydrometer or a refractometer can be used to test coolant 
concentration.  

A hydrometer tests the amount of glycol in a mixture by measuring the specific 
gravity of the mixture.  the higher the concentration of ethylene glycol, the greater 
the number of balls that will float, and the higher the freeze protection (up to a 
maximum of 60 percent by volume glycol).  

A refractometer (8286) tests the amount of glycol in a coolant mixture by measuring 
the amount a beam of light bends as it passes through the fluid.  

some coolant manufacturers use other types of glycol in their coolant formulations; 
propylene glycol is a common coolant.  However, propylene glycol-based coolants do 
not provide the same protection from freezing.  

make sure that the correct coolant is used, and that coolant types are not noTe: 
mixed together.  

ts0028

Hydrometer refractometer

Coolant Concentration measuring toolsfigure 28  
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Coolant bleed Procedure
some vehicles require special bleed procedures for different engines; always refer to 
the appropriate service information for the correct procedure.  the illustrations below 
show the special fill tool 8195 and an air bleed location.

ts0029

1

2

1 special tool 8195 2 Pinch for Overflow Hose

special tool for Bleed Procedure (callouts to be added to art)figure 29  

ts0030

1

1 Cooling system Bleed valve

A Cooling system Bleed valve location (callout to be added to art)figure 30  
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Coolant	Refill	Procedure
The optimum way to refill coolant in a vehicle is with a refiller kit.  A coolant refiller 
uses shop air to remove all air from the cooling system and prepare it for quick 
refilling.  Other benefits of using a coolant refiller kit include:  

detection of any leaks in the system  • 

Vacuum-refill of coolant into the system helps prevents air locks• 

Faster refills which dramatically reduce service times.  • 

ts0031

Coolant Refiller (PSE 85-15-0650 or Equivalent)figure 31  
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CoolIng fan sysTem TyPes
there are various cooling fan systems used in Chrysler vehicles.  they are:

electric fans• 

viscous fan• 

electric and mechanical fan – hybrid systems (some trucks)• 

electric viscous fan (diesel vehicles)• 

Hydraulic fans• 

electric fans
Electric cooling fans, often mounted in pairs with different blade/pitch configurations 
as shown, are used on front wheel drive vehicles due to the positioning of the engine 
under the hood.  electric cooling fans are controlled by the Powertrain Control 
module (PCm) and are only commanded on when needed to cool the engine and/or 
A/C.  this reduces the power consumption of the fan when it is not needed to cool 
the engine.

ts0032

1

2

3

1 shroud 3 fans
2 Nut

electric fansfigure 32  
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viscous fan
A thermostatic bimetallic spring coil is located on the front face of a viscous fan's 
drive unit.  this spring coil reacts to the temperature of the radiator discharge air.  if 
the air temperature coming from the radiator rises above a certain point the spring 
coil engages the viscous fan.  

The viscous fan drive engages only when sufficient heat is present.  This is when the 
air flowing through the radiator core causes a reaction to the bimetallic coil.  It then 
increases fan speed to provide the necessary additional engine cooling.

once the engine has cooled, the radiator discharge temperature drops.  the 
bimetallic coil again reacts and the fan speed reduces.  

ts0033

32

1

1 thermostatic spring 3 mounting Nut to water Pump Hub
2 viscous fan drive

viscous fansfigure 33  

electric and mechanical fan (hybrid systems)
this fan system, which is not referring to hybrid vehicles, is used on various vehicles 
when additional cooling is required due to vehicle use.  the advantage of this 
system is to increase the cooling capacity when the vehicle is carrying additional 
weight or towing heavy loads.  when the engine starts to go above normal operating 
temperature the PCm commands the electric fan on to help maintain the proper 
engine temperature.
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electric viscous fan
the electronically controlled thermal viscous fan drive is attached to the fan drive 
pulley mounted to the engine.  this coupling allows the fan to be driven by the pulley 
in a normal manner.  

the fan's electronics are controlled by the PCm.  the PCm controls the level of 
engagement of the electronically controlled viscous fan clutch by monitoring coolant 
temperature, intake manifold temperature, and air conditioning status.  Based on 
these cooling requirements, the PCm sends a Pulse width modulated (Pwm) signal to 
the viscous fan clutch to increase or decrease the fan's speed.  

fan speed is monitored by the PCm.  Both fan speed and duty cycle percent can be 
monitored with the scan tool.  

when diagnosing a concern with the Pwm viscous fan make sure the wire noTe: 
harness is properly attached to the radiator to prevent the wires from being 
pulled into the fan.  

ts0034

1

2

3

4
5

1 electrical Connector 4 Bolt
2 viscous fan drive 5 fan drive
3 fan Blade

electric viscous fansfigure 34  
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hydraulic fans
the advantage of this arrangement over the two-fan system is that it provides 
the control of an electric fan with the power of an engine-driven fan.  this "fan on 
demand" strategy helps prevent unnecessary power draw from the engine.  

This high power provides the vehicle with enough flow to handle heavy trailer tow 
capability.  Because the power steering system and the fan system share the same 
pump, the hydraulic fan drive must maintain the required flow to the steering system 
and use the remainder as needed to drive the cooling fan.  

beCause ThIs hydraulIC fan PlaCes an addITIonal load WarnIng: 
on The PoWer sTeerIng sysTem, only moPar® hydraulIC 
PoWer sTeerIng fluId (P/n 05142893aa) Can be used WITh 
These sysTems; use of a dIfferenT PoWer sTeerIng fluId 
WIll ulTImaTely lead To sysTem faIlure.  

Since the hydraulic fan drive controls the steering system flow the same way a typical 
power steering pump controls it, the fan system is virtually invisible to the steering 
system.  With infinite control of the fan speed, only the required airflow is provided 
for any given driving condition.  

the hydraulic fan drive is electronically controlled by the PCm.  A Pwm signal from 
the PCm controls the fan from 0 to 100 percent of the available fan speed.  four 
inputs to the PCm determine what fan speed percentage is required by the vehicle at 
any given time:  

engine Coolant temperature (eCt)• 

transmission oil temperature (tot)• 

Battery temperature• 

A/C system pressure• 

By monitoring these four inputs, the PCm can determine the amount of cooling 
airflow required.  If airflow is called for, the PCM slowly ramps up the hydraulic fan 
speed until the input requirements are under control.  when the temperature or 
pressure is reduced to an acceptable level the fan ramps up, ramps down, or holds 
its speed to maintain the temperature or pressure requirements.  

even when the PCm is not requesting fan speed, the fan spins between 100 noTe: 
to 500 rpm when the vehicle is at idle.  this is because of the minimum oil 
flow going through the fan drive motor at all times.  
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ts0035

1

2

3

4

5
6

1 Power steering fluid Cooler lines 4 Hydraulic fan motor

2 radiator 5 High Pressure Power steering line 
to steering Gear

3 High Pressure Power steering line 
to Hydraulic fan motor 6 fan shroud

Hyrdaulic Cooling fanfigure 35  
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CoolIng sysTem Problems
Cooling system problems are divided into three areas:  

overheating• 

internal coolant leaks• 

external coolant leaks• 

The first tasks to be completed are:

Check the coolant level and condition• 

top off the coolant• 

verify the driving condition that caused the overheating concern• 

maKe sure engIne CoolIng sysTem Is Cool before WarnIng: 
servICIng.  do noT remove any ClamPs or hoses, or oPen 
a Pressure CaP or radIaTor draInCoCK.  When The sysTem 
Is hoT and under Pressure serIous burns from CoolanT 
Can oCCur.  

overheaTIng
there can be several reasons for an engine to overheat.  the engine can be low 
on coolant because of internal or external coolant leaks, the thermostat could 
be malfunctioning, a hose can be restricted, the coolant mix could be wrong or 
the temperature gauge could be reading incorrectly.  Perform the following when 
checking for an overheating concern:

Perform a visual inspection of the radiator, shroud, and condenser and check • 
for external leaks

Check for collapsed hoses• 

Check the overflow pressure bottle for correct fill• 

make sure the proper pressure cap is installed on the vehicle• 

Check for incorrect coolant mix• 

Perform a pressure cap test• 

Check the cooling fan system• 

Perform a gauge/sensor test• 

Perform a water pump test (coolant flow test)• 

Check for internal coolant leaks• 

test the thermostat• 

Check for add-on or aftermarket A/C components• 
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exTernal CoolanT leaKs
Check coolant level and top off as necessary• 

Perform a visual inspection and move hoses to check for leaks• 

Perform a cooling system pressure test• 

Perform a cooling system dye test• 

it is normal for the water pump to weep a small amount of coolant from noTe: 
the weep hole which, over time, can cause a black stain on the water pump 
body.  do not replace the water pump if this condition exists.  However, if a 
heavy deposit or steady flow of engine coolant is evident on the water pump 
it will need to be replaced, as this indicates a shaft seal failure.  Always 
perform a thorough analysis before replacing a water pump.  
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InTernal CoolanT leaKs
Check the condition of the engine oil.  is it mixed with coolant?• 

Check for a failed engine oil cooler, if equipped• 

Check transmission fluid, if equipped with an in-tank transmission oil cooler• 

Perform a cooling system pressure test, cooling system chemical test, and • 
cylinder leak test

if exhaust fumes leak into the coolant, they immediately destroy inhibitors in the 
coolant and set up an acid condition.  A galvanizing reaction begins among the 
various kinds of metals in the cooling system.  this erodes the radiator and other 
parts of the system from the inside.  if combustion gases leak into the coolant the 
following can happen:  

Combustion leaks in the valve area force coolant away during heavy • 
acceleration, causing excessive heat buildup.  when acceleration stops, the 
diverted coolant rushes back to the area, resulting in damage to the valve 
seats.

the radiator can be damaged.• 

leaking head gaskets or internal leaks can allow exhaust fumes to enter the • 
cooling system, and sometimes allow coolant to enter the cylinders.

if coolant enters the cylinders, the result is a poorly running engine,  –
reduced engine life, coolant-contaminated engine oil, and/or engine failure 
due to hydrostatic lock.  

A cooling system chemical test is used to determine if there is an engine or cooling 
system concern.  Perform the test when:  

there is a loss of coolant or overheating.• 

oxidation or corrosion in the radiator.• 

Head gasket problems are suspected.• 

the engine oil is contaminated with coolant.• 

A cracked block is suspected.• 

if there is a leak, pinpoint the leak and make the necessary repairs.  Although a leaky 
head gasket is often the cause of combustion gas concerns, the head or block could 
be warped, cracked or corroded.  

After the repair has been made, flush the block to get rid of any accumulated gases 
and then test the system again for a final check.  

Cooling system Pressure Test
the cooling system pressure test is used to detect coolant leaks.  the cooling system 
is pressurized when the engine is running.  Sometimes it is difficult to detect leaks 
because of engine noise, fan noise, and air from the cooling fan.  It is hard to find 
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small leaks if you cannot run the engine and pressurize the cooling system.  

with a cooling system pressure tester you can pressurize the system without running 
the engine.  this eliminates engine noise and unwanted air from an operating fan.  it 
also allows you to check for small leaks by moving hoses and looking more closely at 
a specific area.  

some leaks may only be detected when the engine is cold.  it may be noTe: 
necessary to allow the engine to cool and retest to locate the leak.  

ts0036

Cooling system Pressure tester Kit (7700 or equivalent)figure 36  

Cooling system dye Test
for this test, a leak detection additive is added to the cooling system.  the additive is 
highly visible under ultraviolet light (black light) with yellow goggles.  for this test:  

Add about 28 ml (1 oz.) of additive to the cooling system.• 

Place the heater control unit in the HeAt position.• 

start the engine and operate it until the radiator hose is warm to the touch.• 

direct a black light toward the components that are being checked.• 

if leaks are present, the black light causes the additive to glow a bright green.  

the use of yellow goggles aids in diagnosis on aluminum components.noTe: 
The blaCK lIghT Is a ulTravIoleT lIghT sourCe; do noT WarnIng: 
sTare dIreCTly InTo The beam.  
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CoolIng sysTem ChemICal TesT
this test is used to determine if exhaust gases are present within the cooling system.  
This test includes a test tool, fluid and instructions.  If a combustion leak is present 
the chemical in the tool turns from blue to yellow in less than 1 minute.  

before servICIng, maKe sure The engIne CoolIng sysTem WarnIng: 
Is Cool.  When The sysTem Is hoT and under Pressure, do 
noT remove any ClamPs or hoses, Pressure CaP, or oPen 
The radIaTor draInCoCK.  CoolanT In a Warm engIne Can 
be above The boIlIng PoInT of WaTer.  serIous burns from 
CoolanT Can oCCur.  

with the engine warm and idling, remove the radiator cap.1. 
Determine that the radiator fluid level is low enough so coolant will not enter 2. 
the tester unit.  if necessary, remove coolant from the radiator to achieve the 
proper level.  
fill the block tester through the top plug opening with combustion leak test 3. 
fluid to the Fill to here line.  
Insert the lower plug end of the tester firmly into the radiator opening.  4. 
rapidly squeeze and release the top aspirator bulb, pressurizing the radiator 5. 
and forcing air from the radiator up through the test fluid for 60 seconds before 
the test is completed.  
If the test fluid turns from blue to yellow, a combustion leak is present. Never 6. 
return test fluid back from block tester to the test fluid bottle.  

ts0037

Block tester and Blue fluidfigure 37  
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faIled ComPonenT analysIslesson 6  

in diagnosing a vehicle, it is not only important to get the diagnosis right, but equally 
important to be able to analyze failed engine components and understand which 
components need to be replaced.  Properly analyzing failed engine components 
prevents you from replacing components unnecessarily.  for example, you might 
replace an entire short block assembly when only new bearings and a crankshaft are 
needed.

failure analysis of engine parts is important.  failing to replace all of the parts that 
are needed to repair a concern can result in merely setting up the problem to fail 
again.  for example, you may replace only the bearings in the engine, when the 
cause of the failed bearings is a machining problem on the crankshaft.  if this were 
the case, the new bearings will fail again.  Another example would be putting a new 
piston in a cylinder with a bore out of specification.

bearIngs
Bearings are usually of a bimetal or tri-metal construction.  As the different layers of 
metal wear off the bearing areas, the bearing may appear shinier, duller, or change 
color.

Bearing failuretable 4  

examPle desCrIPTIon

Bearing wear

the bearing itself is seldom the cause of 
the failure; another cause is usually  at 
fault.  if one or more bearings have failed 
it is probably due to faulty oil flow or 
contamination.  

Chatter or a Bumpy  
Grind on Crankshaft

light to heavy horizontal lines called 
chatter or bumpy grind cause a bearing 
to fail.  sometimes these lines can be 
faint and not easily noticed, but over 
time they destroy a bearing.  
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examPle desCrIPTIon

Bearing failure due to improperly  
machined Crankshaft

The final machining process of the 
crankshaft journal, if not done properly, 
can cause the condition shown here.  

damage due to Coarsely  
Ground Crankshaft

this condition is caused by a coarsely 
ground journal.  Never reuse a 
crankshaft that has caused a bearing to 
fail.  

Bearing failure due to an  
out-of-round journal

A taper and/or out-of-round condition 
of a journal causes a bearing to fail.  
this type of damage is caused by an 
uneven distribution of load on the 
bearing surface that increases heat and 
accelerates bearing wear.  
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examPle desCrIPTIon

Bearing failure due to dirt  
and/or foreign material

dirt or foreign material in the bearing 
lining also damages a bearing.  foreign 
material on the back of the bearing shell 
distorts the bearing and causes it to 
wear unevenly.  this problem is seen 
as shiny spot on the bearing, where 
the bearing has been raised up and is 
wearing more rapidly than the rest of the 
bearing surface.  dirt or foreign material 
embedded into the bearing material also 
causes the bearing material to rise up 
and give a similar appearance.  

Bearing failure due to  
lack of lubrication

if the engine lubrication system fails 
or if there is insufficient oil clearance, 
the bearings will fail.  Connecting rod 
bearings generally fail before main 
bearings because they are lubricated 
after the main bearings.  However, if 
there is a failure of the main engine 
bearings due to lack of lubrication, most 
likely there are other engine component 
failures.   

Bearing failure due to  
improper line Boring

improper line boring also causes wear on 
the bearings.  to correct this condition, 
a cylinder block replacement would be 
required.  
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examPle desCrIPTIon

Bearing failure due to  
twisted Connecting rod

Bearing damage due to a twisted 
connecting rod is localized in one portion 
of the bearing surface, with little or 
no damage on the remainder.  A bent 
or twisted connecting rod results in 
misalignment of the bore, causing the 
bearing to be cocked so that it makes 
metal-to-metal contact with the journal.

some of the most common causes of engine bearing failure are incorrect bearing 
installation or misalignment issues.  After a bearing failure, it is important to know 
which components to replace.  for example:

if metal pieces have been found when disassembling an engine, the metal • 
pieces may have gotten into the engine oil galleries.  should the whole block be 
replaced or just the parts that were damaged?  

if during a visual inspection of the bearings the tangs are still on the bearings • 
the bearings have not spun, the connecting rods and/or cylinder block may be 
reused.  

if only the tin plating has been removed from the bearing surface, the cylinder • 
block and/or connecting rods may not be the cause of the failure and you may 
be able to reuse the cylinder block.  

PIsTons and ConneCTIng rods
when a piston and connecting rod fail, how do you know what components need to 
be replaced?  first, you have to know how the parts go together.  for instance, some 
pistons have full-floating wrist pins and others have pressed-in wrist pins.  

Noise from the connecting rods can be caused by:  

Not enough lubricating oil• 

low oil pressure• 

thin or diluted oil• 

excessive bearing clearance• 

Connecting rod journal out-of-round• 

misaligned connecting rods• 

excessive clearance at the small end of the rod• 

The piston should be slightly offset to the major thrust side of the engine (the right 
side of the engine as viewed from the back).  if the piston is offset incorrectly, there 
will be a piston slapping noise.  
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Usually there is some type of oil squirter on the connecting rod that is used to 
lubricate the cylinder walls.  if the squirter is not positioned correctly the cylinder 
walls will not be lubricated properly.  

Some connecting rods have a "fractured cap" design to ensure an exact fit.  The area 
between the cap and the connecting rod is very rough looking.  Handle this type of 
connecting rod with care.  Any distortion in the fractured surface causes the bearing 
shell to crush improperly.  

ts0038

fractured Cap design Connecting rodfigure 38  
most engines require the pistons and rods to be serviced as an assembly.noTe: 

the following table can help you analyze failed pistons and connecting rods.
Piston and Connecting rod failure Analysistable 5  

examPle desCrIPTIon

Uneven Piston wear due to  
an out-of-round Cylinder

A cylinder that was out-of-round caused 
the wear on this piston.  
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examPle desCrIPTIon

overheated Piston

there are two types of overheating that 
can occur on a piston:  overheating from 
a lack of coolant, and overheating from 
clearances being too tight.  Usually there 
is more wear on the component when 
the clearances are too tight.  if the piston 
overheated because of a lack of coolant, 
inspect the cooling system and make 
necessary repairs.  

Piston damaged from  
Contacting a valve

if the engine is out-of-time, the piston 
can contact a valve and cause severe 
damage to both.  
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Piston friction Coating
the condition of the top surface of a piston can indicate a serious engine problem.  
so too can the friction reduction coating on a piston's side skirts.  

Modern pistons have a dark solid dry film coating on both side skirts that acts as a 
lubricant.  this surface helps minimize any piston knock noise after startup; before 
a cold piston has expanded to its optimum size for normal operation.  in an engine 
teardown, the condition of this dry film coating can also provide important clues as to 
why an engine has failed.    

A coating with small vertical scratches across its surface indicates small metal 
particles of a failed component or foreign object has worked its way into the oil, and 
has caused damage.  this can also be the reason an oil pump has failed.  

ts0039

Piston friction reduction Coating vertical Abrasion Patternfigure 39  
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Another clue can be the wear pattern on the film coating itself.  Over time, a small 
circular wear pattern occurs on the bottom of both side skirts.  About the size of a 
penny, it reveals the shiny metal underneath it.  this amount of wear is normal.  

However, if the friction reduction coating is significantly worn off both side skirts of 
the piston, this can indicate the engine is running too hot, with the pistons expanded 
to a larger-than-optimum size.  A restriction in the cooling system can be the cause 
of this concern.  if this is the case, further diagnosis may be required.  

ts0040

Normal film wear Pattern overheated film wear Pattern

Piston friction reduction Coating Normal and overheated wear Patternsfigure 40  
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valveTraIn
the valvetrain of an engine is one of the most critical systems for engine performance.  
the smallest amount of wear or buildup on the valvetrain components can have a 
dramatic effect on engine performance.  with this in mind, proper inspection and 
analysis of valvetrain components is essential.  

engine problems requiring upper engine services are mainly limited to the valvetrain, 
gaskets and cracks that develop in the manifolds and cylinder heads.  valvetrain 
problems are usually evident and can create noise.  the sounds produced by the 
valvetrain occur at one-half the engine speed.  

today's vehicles that run leaner mixtures and have on-board diagnostic controls 
cause valve operation to be critical.  Misfires that trigger a CHECK ENGINE light 
can be caused by slight carbon deposits, which act like a sponge and absorb fuel 
intended for the combustion chamber.  sticking valves can also trigger a CHeCK 
eNGiNe light.  the following table describes some valvetrain component failures and 
the possible causes.  

valvetrain Component failures and Causestable 6  

CondITIon PossIble Causes

Burned valve

lack of valve rotation, overheated engine, lack of coolant in 
a localized area near the valve head or detonation result in a 
knocking noise.  whether it is an intake or exhaust valve that 
is burned, the engine runs rough and possibly backfires.

Heavy Carbon 
deposits on valve

low quality fuel used over extended period of time results in a 
pinging or knocking noise and can also cause misfires.

incorrect valve 
seating

incorrect valve or seat grinding creates hot spots on the valve 
face or seat.  this results in loss of compression, poor fuel 
economy and engine misfires.

Pitted valve

Contaminated airflow due to no air cleaner, torn air cleaner or 
an air cleaner installed incorrectly can allow debris to pit the 
valve.  Carbon deposits can break loose and cause pitting as 
well.

worn valve Guides Insufficient lubrication and normal valve forces result in 
excessive oil consumption, valve stem and face wear.

sticky valves

overheated oil deposits form a sticky varnish between the 
valve guide and the stem.  the varnish prevents the valve from 
closing, because the spring cannot shut the valve fast enough 
or at all.  As a result, compression is reduced and the engine 
misfires.  Only one sticky valve can cause these conditions.  
the valve is easily burned on all sides because the valve is in 
the flame of combustion.  The valve cannot dissipate the heat 
to the head and cooling system because it is not closing.
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CondITIon PossIble Causes

failed valve seals
overheating causes the seal to crack.  Broken garter springs 
cause the seal to release from the stem.  oil enters the 
combustion chamber through the valve guide and burns.

failed Pushrods
lack of lubrication causes the pushrods to bend or break.  this 
condition is rare.  if the pushrod fails, replace the pushrod, 
rocker arm and lifter.

weak valve 
spring/incorrect 
spring installed 
Height

loss of tension prevents the valve from closing because the 
spring cannot shut the valve fast enough or at all.  this 
condition can create intermittent misfires.

failed lifters
Clogged oil passages inside the lifter stop the movement of the 
piston inside the lifter.  damaged lifters prevent the valve from 
seating which can be identified by a ticking noise.

Non-rotating valve

Constant operation of the engine at low rpm, when the engine 
is idled or operated at lower speeds for a long time, cause the 
valves not to rotate.  the rocker arm strikes the valve in the 
same place over and over again.  the valve constantly seats in 
the same place and results in uneven wear, which can lead to 
carbon buildup and intermittent misfires.
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the following table describes engine valve failures and their causes.  
engine valve failures and their Causestable 7  

examPle faIlure desCrIPTIon Causes
valve Head 
fracture

valve fracture 
at stem-to-head 
radius

engine overheating, 
excessive exhaust 
valve temperature.

valve stem 
end failure

stem end impact 
damage and 
mushrooming

worn rocker arms 
or bent stud, non-
end hardened valve, 
excessive valve 
clearance.

valve stem 
end failure

stem fracture at 
keeper groove

excessive spring 
pressure, worn 
keepers installed, 
rocker arm 
misalignment, valve 
spring coil binding, 
worn valve guides, 
incorrect installed 
height.

valve stem 
end damage

stem end worn on 
outside edge

incorrect valve 
installed height, 
wrong valve 
installed, lack of 
rotation.

valve stem 
Galling / 
Guide wear

stem galled in 
guide area

inadequate 
lubrication, dirt 
contamination, 
insufficient 
stem-to-guide 
clearance, seat to 
guide alignment 
problem, excessive 
combustion 
temperatures.
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examPle faIlure desCrIPTIon Causes
valve stem 
Galling / 
Guide wear

valve scuffed at 
top on one side 
and bottom on 
the other. valve 
guide worn in 
corresponding area

valve guide not 
concentric to seat.

valve Head 
Cracks

Cracks in valve 
head

Combustion 
pressure too 
high, wrong valve 
installed.

valve face 
Problems

Pie-shaped hole 
burned into valve 
seat

Head/valve seat 
distortion, deposit 
buildup on valve 
face, hot spot 
created by seat-to-
head contact area, 
valve margin too 
thin.

valve face 
Problems

face of valve 
rounded over 
with no contact 
area visible, stem 
blackened

seat wear causing 
valve to wander 
off seat, often 
accompanied 
by severe guide 
wear allowing 
combustion gases 
to flow up guide.

valve face 
Cupping

face of valve 
grooved at contact 
point with valve 
seat

excessive spring 
pressure, soft 
seat in head, 
excess combustion 
pressure, 
detonation.
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hex bolT IdenTIfICaTIon, Threaded hole rePaIr,  lesson 7  
Torque To yIeld and Torque Plus angle

hex bolT IdenTIfICaTIon
for a number of critical engine repair applications, the original bolts must not be 
reused.  this is especially true in fastening applications that utilize the "torque to 
yield" technique, which will be covered later in this lesson.  replacing bolts requires 
using one with exactly the same specifications as the original.  ISO (metric) bolt sizes 
are designated by a string of letters and numbers in the format shown below.  

ISO (Metric) Bolt:  M8-1.25 x 25
M8-1.25 x 25

     Thread diameter in millimeters (D) 
    Distance between threads in millimeters (P) 

                                    Bolt length in millimeters (L)

identifying iso (metric) Boltsfigure 41  

ts0042

Strength
Marking

H

L

TL

8.8

8.8

P

D

H Hex size (wrench size) d Nominial diameter
l length P Pitch (distance Between threads)
tl thread length

Key measurements of iso (metric) Boltsfigure 42  
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bolt head markings
The strength of automotive threaded fasteners are classified by industry standards.  
Previously in North America these were sAe standards, but with international 
standardization, especially for engine components, the metric system of measurement 
and International Standards Organization (ISO) classifications have come to be widely 
used.  the metric system is often abbreviated as "si," which stands for system of 
international Units.  

typically there are two markings visible on iso bolt heads:  

A marking which identifies the company that manufactured (or imported) the 1. 
fastener.  this will usually consist of a symbol or the initials of the company 
validating that the fastener meets specific standards.  
A number representing its ISO class specification, which designates its 2. 
strength.  

ts0043

Company marking ("lm") iso Class marking ("8.8")

markings visible on iso Bolt Headsfigure 43  

ISO	Bolt	Classification
ISO bolts are graded into class specifications.  The class specification consists of 
two numbers separated by a decimal point.  these numbers identify the strength 
designation of the threaded fastener. 

Common bolt classes used in critical automotive applications are 8.8, 10.9 and 12.9.  

Some bolt manufacturers don't include the decimal point, just the numbers; noTe: 
such as 88, 109, and 129.  Care should be taken not to confuse these bolts 
with other standards markings, such as mistaking a BB for an 88.  

the different classes utilize various alloys and treatments to make the bolts tougher.  
A bolt class is chosen by automotive engineers based on the proof load calculated 
for the joint, which is then used to determine the required yield strength and tensile 
strength of the fastener.  obviously, cylinder head, connecting rod, and main bearing 
fasteners are among the most critical attachment points in an engine.  other iso bolt 
classes may be used for less-critical fastening, such as class 4.6 and 5.8, but often 
these bolts will not have any identifying class numbers stamped on them.  
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the class number stamped atop the iso bolt is the key to both the minimum tensile 
strength of that class of bolt, as well as its minimum yield strength.  Per iso, the 
number to the left of the decimal designates one percent of the tensile strength in 
megapascals (mPa).  the number to the right of the decimal, including the decimal, 
designates the yield strength, also in megapascals, based on the given tensile 
strength.  

Calculating tensile and yield strength from the iso 12.9 Class Numbertable 8  

left digit:  12 tensile strength (1% of) right digit:  .9 yield strength
12 x 100 = 1200 mPa .9 x 1200 = 1080 mPa

Approx. conversion 
factor for psi:  x 145

Approx. conversion 
factor for psi:  x 145

174,000 psi 156,600 psi

When replacing bolts, the same measurement specifications and ISO class must be 
used.  some critical engine bolts have features unique to their application, such as 
a custom bolt head length or reduced shank dimension, and must only be replaced 
through official parts channels.  

Identification and Properties of Common ISO Boltstable 9  

grade 
mark

Iso r898 
Specification 

(Common sizes 
m5 – m16)

bolt 
material

Proof load 
(minimum)

yield 
strength  

(minimum)

Tensile 
strength  

(minimum)

Class 4.6 low Carbon 
steel

225 mPa

(32,000 psi)

240

(35,000 psi)

400 mPa

(58,000 psi)

Class 4.8
low Carbon 

steel, 
Annealed

310 mPa

(44,000)

340 mPa

(49,000)

420 mPa

(60,000)

Class 5.8
low Carbon 
steel, Cold 

worked

380 mPa

(55,000 psi)

400 mPa

(58,000 psi)

500 mPa

(72,000 psi)

Class 8.8
medium 
Carbon 
steel

600 mPa

(87,000 psi)

640 mPa

(92,000 psi)

800 mPa

(116,000 psi)
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grade 
mark

Iso r898 
Specification 

(Common sizes 
m5 – m16)

bolt 
material

Proof load 
(minimum)

yield 
strength  

(minimum)

Tensile 
strength  

(minimum)

Class 9.8
medium 
Carbon 
steel

650 mPa

(94,000 psi)

720 mPa

(104,000 psi)

900 mPa

(130,000 psi)

Class 10.9 Alloy steel
830 mPa

(120,000 psi)

900 mPa

(130,000 psi)

1000 mPa

(145,000 psi)

Class 12.9 Alloy steel
970 mPa

(140,000 psi)

1080 mPa

(156,000 psi)

1200 mPa

(174,000 psi)

Bolt torque values listed in the service information are based on both noTe: 
the threads being lubricated during insertion, as well as the contact area 
under the bolt head.  Unless specified otherwise, motor oil is the standard 
lubricant for automotive fasteners.  

the service information will specify either how to examine bolts to determine which 
should be replaced, or which installations will always require replacement of the 
fasteners.  Critical fastening applications requiring multiple bolts will call for a 
specific tightening pattern and procedure, which must also be followed exactly.  
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Threaded hole rePaIr
Chrysler recommends using HeliCoil® type kits for repairing most stripped threaded 
holes.  A number of companies make and sell similar sti (steel thread insert) 
repair kits.  HeliCoil® inserts are precision formed screw thread coils that replace 
the original threads in a stripped hole.  thread repair inserts are typically made 
from high-quality stainless steel, such as 304 (18-8), with a diamond-shaped cross 
section.  many, but not all, of these coils incorporate a "tang" – a diagonal coil that 
crosses the end diameter of the insert.  this tang is used with a special tool to screw 
the coil down to the bottom of the hole.  once fully inserted, this tang has indents 
that allow it to be broken off, giving clearance for the threaded fastener to penetrate 
to the bottom of the hole.  when HeliCoil® type inserts are installed into newly 
enlarged and specially tapped threaded holes, they provide new permanent screw 
threads designed to accommodate the original bolt, stud, or screw size.  

ts0044

1

3 2

1 HeliCoil® type insert 3 removable tang
2 tang Break-off indent

HeliCoil® type threaded Hole repair insertfigure 44  

heliCoil® Type Inserts
in addition to repairing a threaded hole, HeliCoil® inserts can also make the threads 
stronger than they were prior to the repair.  this is accomplished in three ways:  

An enlarged threaded hole provides more surface area and thus greater • 
fastening strength than the original connection.  

In many threaded fastener joints only the top two threads carry between 65- • 
and 75-percent of the load.  Because the coil provides an improved distribution 
load factor over all of the newly tapped static threads, each coil thread can 
carry a share of the overall load.  
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The toughness and smooth finish of the new stainless steel threads can both • 
reduce surface erosion and increase the thread life for the hole, even after 
repeated assembly and disassembly operations.  

for these reasons, if there is evidence of thread damage in more than one hole of a 
critical multi-fastener joint, such as a manifold assembly, it is often recommended 
that all of the connection holes be refurbished with thread repair inserts.  

the most critical part of repairing a threaded hole is ensuring that both the drilling 
procedure used to enlarge the hole, as well as the tapping operation for the screw 
thread coils, maintain the same centerline as the original hole.  Plus, during the 
enlarging and tapping of the hole being repaired, it is critical to ensure that the 
tooling is consistently machining perpendicular to the surface of the base material.  
if the threaded hole being repaired has a base surface perpendicular to the hole 
centerline, an appropriately sized tapping guide may facilitate the tapping operation.  

during hole enlargement, it is necessary to repeatedly remove the drill and clean 
chips from the hole and the flutes of the drill to ensure the proper direction of the 
drill bit as well as maintain the proper hole size.  in addition:  

do not drill any deeper than the original hole depth.  • 

make sure all chips have been removed from the hole prior to the tapping • 
operation.  

Always use adequate amounts of cutting fluid to facilitate both the hole • 
enlargement and tapping operations.  

if the component being repaired cannot easily be removed from the vehicle and put 
on a bench or fixture, make sure all openings surrounding the repair are covered 
to keep chips and cutting fluid from getting into them during the thread repair 
procedure.  

measure the damaged hole thread size and depth.  order the appropriate number 
of HeliCoil® inserts for the repair, plus some extras.  Based on the size of the hole 
being repaired, the drill size for enlarging the hole will be published by the repair kit 
vendor.  Make sure you have or acquire the exact drill bit size specified for the hole 
enlargement.  Never use a substitute size.  the drill bit must be in good condition; if 
the cutting edges of the drill are worn or damaged, replace or resharpen the bit before 
use.  

Also order the required tap, insertion and extraction tools, plus a tang removal tool 
if a tanged insert is used for this application (some larger inserts don't require a tang 
removal tool; needle nose pliers are used to accomplish this).  the required tools are 
typically available from the supplier as a complete kit.  threaded hole repair requires 
a custom-sized tap.  standard taps cannot be used for HeliCoil® thread repairs 
because the outer dimension of the threaded coil is typically a non-standard thread 
size.  
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heliCoil® Thread repair Procedures
step 1 – enlarge the stripped hole by drilling it out to the proper enlarged size, 
as designated by the HeliCoil® vendor.  Use adequate amounts of cutting fluid 
throughout the drilling process, and remove and clean chips from the hole and the 
flutes of the drill at regular intervals.  Make sure the drill is kept perpendicular to the 
original hole surface throughout the drilling process.  Go down to the original depth 
of the hole, but no further.  Chamfer (bevel) the rim of the hole opening to facilitate 
tapping and threaded insert installation.  

ts0045

drilled out and Chamfered (Beveled) repair Holefigure 45  
step 2 – tap the hole using the special tap required by the size of the threaded 
inserts.  make sure the tap is kept perpendicular to the original hole surface 
throughout the tapping process; the use of an appropriately sized tapping guide may 
help with this.  

ts0046

Using a tap Guidefigure 46  
Use adequate amounts of cutting fluid throughout the tapping procedure, and 
remove and thoroughly clean chips from the hole and the flutes of the tap at regular 
intervals.  
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ts0047

Using special tap to Accommodate HeliCoil® threaded insertfigure 47  
Step 3 – Once the hole is tapped and thoroughly cleaned of chips and cutting fluid 
the HeliCoil® is then inserted into the threaded hole, tang first, using a special 
insertion tool.  

ts0048

special HeliCoil® insertion toolfigure 48  
this tool grabs onto the tang on the end, and as the insert is screwed in the coil 
actually winds-up a bit.  Because this winding action minimizes the size of the coil, 
it greatly assists in getting the insert to the bottom of the hole.  once the tang is 
released by the special tool, the coil will unwind and thus exert a uniform outward 
pressure on the inside diameter of the enlarged threaded hole.  

When fully inserted, no steel threads can extend beyond the CauTIon: 
surface of the threaded hole.  If a fully seated insert leaves 
any thread coils remaining above the attachment surface, the 
coil must be removed with the special removal tool, and the 
obstructing raised thread coil(s) cut off.  
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ts0049

stripped Hole repaired with HeliCoil® type threaded insertfigure 49  
Step 4 – With the insert fully seated to the bottom of the hole, and no threads jutting 
above the surface of the mating surface, the tang can be removed from the bottom 
of the hole using the tang removal or (if the insert is big enough) needle nose pliers.  
lifting the tang up and down multiple times will break it off at the indents.  Never 
leave a broken tang in a repaired hole.  

HeliCoil® type threaded inserts are available in many different configurations for 
different applications and joint materials.  In addition, they are made from many 
different alloys, in addition to stainless steel, and with special platings, including a 
dry film lubricant.  They can be ordered with or without the tang (tangless), and as 
free-running or with a special, polygon-shaped center thread called a screw lock or 
thread lock.  the purpose of this locking thread is to grip the threads of the installed 
screw to help prevent loosening due to vibration or impact.  
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Torque-To-yIeld and Torque-Plus-angle
All engine joints using threaded fasteners can be divided into two general categories: 
critical and non-critical.  Critical fasteners include rod bolts, main bolts and 
head bolts.  they will usually have high iso class numbers, and may be custom-
manufactured for a particular engine assembly.  the repair procedure for critical 
engine fasteners will always include specific bolt tightening information.  

Included in these repair procedures may also be a reference to a specific tightening 
requirement, such as "torque-to-yield" or "torque-plus-angle."  Both of these 
tightening requirements are referring to a single critical fact:  all bolts are elastic.  

bolt stretch
When a critical bolt is tightened to its proper specification, the bolt is actually being 
stretched.  A stretched bolt wants to return to its original length.  Based on the type 
and quality of steel used in the fastener, the diameter of the fastener, and how far 
the fastener gets stretched during tightening, the load (force) applied to the joint will 
change.  if a critical bolt is not stretched, resulting in the bolt not being put under 
load, there will be reduced force present in the joint resulting in reduced clamping 
load.  

yield
Not only do bolts stretch, they will only stretch so far.  there is a limited amount of 
elasticity in fasteners.  this limit to a fastener's elasticity is its threshold of yield, 
commonly referred to as the "yield point."  Up to this yield point, if the load on a 
fastener is released, the fastener will normally return to its original length.  

However, when a fastener is stretched beyond its yield point and into its yield zone, 
some of the fastener's elasticity is permanently lost, and the fastener will remain 
somewhat elongated when the load is removed.  Bolts in this condition are often 
referred to as being "stressed," and should never be reused.  the further a fastener is 
stretched into its yield zone, the more elongation will result.  

severe elongation of fasteners is referred to as "necking down."  Necking down 
generally occurs in the threaded area of the fastener, where its diameter is smallest, 
and just outside the area where the fastener engages into solid material.  Stretched 
too far into the yield zone, a fastener can pull into two pieces.  
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ts0050

2 4

3
1

5

1 Cylinder Head Bolt, Bad Condition 4 Uniform thread Height
2 Necking down damage 5 Cylinder Head Bolt, Good Condition
3 Bolt elongation

stressed Bolt with "Necking down" damagefigure 50  
the maximum clamp load from a fastener comes exactly at its threshold of yield.  if 
a fastener is stretched beyond its yield zone, very little additional clamp load will 
be generated, and the risk of ultimate failure will become much greater.  ideally, all 
fasteners are to be tightened to the optimum point of elasticity required for the load, 
with no yield.  

Tightening methods
torque wrenches tighten critical threaded fasteners with great reliability and 
repeatability.  they accomplish this by measuring the fastener's resistance to turn.  
The friction on the threads and head of a bolted joint is the biggest factor causing 
resistance to turn.  Approximately 90 percent of the effort required to tighten a 
critical engine bolt is used to overcome this friction, with the remaining ten percent 
then used to stretch the fastener up to its yield point.  However, the greater the effort 
required to overcome this friction means there will be less stretch on the fastener, 
resulting in less load on the joint.  

On a critical joint with multiple fasteners, such as a cylinder head, any variances 
in load on the bolts are referred to as "load scatter."  load scatter can cause 
uneven loads on the head gasket, which can subsequently cause the gasket to fail 
prematurely.  for this reason it is critical to minimize the variables between bolts 
when using conventional "resistance to turn" methods to tighten fasteners.  

one way to minimize this variable is by always lubricating the fastener thread and 
under the head of the fastener with motor oil; the standard lubricant for automotive 
fasteners.  
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Certain fasteners with a special gray coating called dacromet® should noTe: 
not be lubricated with motor oil prior to insertion.  dacromet® is a special 
baked-on finish designed to increase a fastener's resistance to corrosion; 
such as the bimetallic reaction that occurs between steel and aluminum.  in 
addition, impact tools should not be used to insert fasteners coated with 
dacromet®.  

Bolt inspection includes inspecting the length of the bolt for signs of stretch, 
measuring  it for uniform thread height, necked down areas, and damaged threads.  
damaged threads will always increase a fastener's resistance to turning (friction), and 
as a result decrease the fastener's load.  tightly controlling these friction variables is 
critical to ensure an even load across a joint.  

Torque-to-yield
the further a fastener is stretched toward, but not into, its threshold of yield, the 
more clamping load it will exert on the joint.  One way to achieve more load is with 
bigger diameter fasteners, but in fact it is more of an advantage on critical joints to 
keep the fastener diameter small and use maximum stretch to maintain the integrity 
of the joint.  In addition, the longer in length a fastener is, the more it can stretch to 
achieve the desired load.  for this reason most head bolts are long yet relatively small 
in diameter, with ideally all of the bolts being the same length.  

Because of all of these variables, in the mid 1980s a tightening process called torque-
to-yield started to be used on critical fasteners such as head bolts.  the theory 
behind torque-to-yield is the further a fastener can be stretched toward its threshold 
of yield, the more load it will exert on the joint, and the better the connection.  

However, critical fasteners such as head bolts can inadvertently end up being 
stretched further than their installation requirement.  typically this will be due to 
thermal expansion over time, such as the difference in expansion rates between 
aluminum head material versus the expansion rates of its steel fasteners.  this 
issue can be made worse with a fastener installed at the threshold of yield that 
incorporates a replacement gasket material that does not relax (such as a one made 
of multi-layer steel) to the same extent as the previous gasket material.  

torque-to-yield fasteners are not "special," metallurgically speaking.  But they are 
high-grade fasteners, typically class 10.9 for metric applications.  fasteners referred 
to as "true" torque-to-yield devices are bolts designed with a reduced shank area 
(Cummins rod bolts, for example).  the only difference between these devices and the 
standard high-graded threaded fasteners used in other torque-to-yield applications 
is the reduced shank style was specifically designed to direct bolt elongation to the 
shank area instead of the threaded area.  Both types of high-grade fasteners are used 
in torque-to-yield applications.  

regardless of using torque-to-yield fasteners, however, the most critical aspect 
of any bolted connection is accurately tightening all of the fasteners to, but not 
into, their threshold of yield.  Being able to do this requires an optimum method of 
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measuring resistance to turn that minimizes the impact of friction generated during 
the tightening process, as friction variances between fasteners can ultimately cause a 
critical joint failure.  

Torque-Plus-angle
for this reason, a method for tightening a fastener that many believe is more 
accurate than just measuring the fastener's resistance to turn is called torque-plus-
angle.  

with the torque-plus-angle method, a relatively low torque is used to run down and 
align the fastener.  Typically, for multiple fasteners on a critical joint, such as a 
cylinder head, this is done in a specific pattern or sequence, and in multiple stages.  
Using torque-plus-angle, then only a single measured turn – not using a torque 
wrench – is used to tighten the fastener to the desired level.  the goal of the torque-
plus-angle method is to completely remove the variable of friction from the tightening 
equation.  

If using a specification of 90 degrees of torque-plus-angle, for example, 90 degrees 
of turn will always be 90 degrees of turn; no matter the condition of the bolt, type of 
materials being joined, etc.  Thus, the amount of stretch will be extremely uniform 
from bolt to bolt across this joint, with load scatter kept to a minimum.  

for this reason many engine designers believe that torque-plus-angle is a superior 
method for tightening critical fasteners, regardless of whether all of the bolts actually 
end up being tightened to their yield point or not.  this is because the consistency 
between bolts can maximize the overall integrity of the joint, as opposed to ending 
up with only some bolts in a multi-bolt connection actually being tightened to their 
correct yield point.  

whether they use torque to-yield or torque-plus-angle as a tightening noTe: 
method, critical joints with multiple fasteners require a specific tightening 
pattern – or sequence – for the fasteners, as well as multiple tightening 
stages.  Always refer to the service information prior to tightening multiple 
fasteners in a critical joint.  

reusing Critical Threaded fasteners
for all of the reasons mentioned above, it should be obvious that reusing critical 
connection bolts, if these bolts were ever stretched beyond their yield point (even 
momentarily), could lead to premature joint failure.  Never reuse bolts that the 
service information indicates must be replaced.  in applications where reusing bolts 
is acceptable, thoroughly inspect the bolts for signs of stretch, necking down, uneven 
thread height, and damaged threads before reusing them.  if any if these conditions 
are found, immediately dispose of them to make sure they never end up being reused 
for a repair operation.  
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glossary of Terms

304 stainless steel – 304 (type 18-8) is the most versatile and the most widely used 
of all stainless steels because of its mechanical properties, weldability and corrosion/
oxidation resistance.  it also has excellent low temperature properties and responds 
well to hardening by cold working.  many HeliCoil® type steel thread repair inserts 
are made from 304 stainless.  

321 stainless steel – typically used where high temperature-resistant materials are 
required, as in automotive exhaust systems.  321 refers to a grade of steel where the 
titanium content is five times that of the carbon content.  Titanium content reduces 
carbon build-up, resists oxidation and corrosion, and performs well under high 
temperatures.  

advance – (1) Any automatic or manual adjustment of the ignition system that 
produces ignition spark earlier in relation to the location of the piston.  (2) Any 
automatic or manual adjustment of a fuel injection pump that produces fuel injection 
earlier in relation to the location of the piston.

after Top dead Center (aTdC) – the location of the piston after it has reached 
the top of its stroke.  Piston location is measured in degrees of crankshaft rotation.  
Ignition timing may, in some cases, be specified in terms of degrees ATDC (example:  
1° AtdC).  

angular Position – Piston position given in degrees, usually in relation to its position 
before or after top dead center (example:  12° BtdC).  

anaerobic – in the absence of oxygen.

anodizing – An oxidation process in which a component's surfaces are converted to a 
hard and porous oxide layer that provides wear and corrosion resistance.  Anodizing 
is also used as a decorative finish.

babbitt – A low-friction metal alloy, up to 90 percent tin, to which copper, antimony, 
lead, zinc and sometimes other metals are added.  Babbitt is a soft material with a 
low 316° C (600° f) melting point.  it is widely used to coat friction bearings of harder 
material.  Originally, Babbitt was used for casting journals or sleeve bearings.

Backfire – Combustion of the air/fuel mixture in the intake or the exhaust manifold. 
Backfire occurs if the intake or exhaust valves are open when there is a mistimed 
ignition spark, or if there is a problem in the air pump system.

backpressure – A resistance to the free flow of gases or liquid.  For example, a 
plugged catalytic converter causes backpressure in the exhaust system which 
exerts a force back to the engine.  excess backpressure is used in some heavy truck 
applications as an engine brake to assist the normal braking system.

balance shaft – A shaft located in the cylinder block valley of some engines.  it 
is driven by the timing chain or belt and is used to cancel engine vibration and 
roughness.  
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ball stud – A stud with a ball-shaped end.  Often used in valvetrains (adjusting 
screw) and in steering linkages.

barrel-shaped Piston – A piston that is machined so that a small amount of material 
(not visible to the naked eye) is removed just below the oil ring so that the skirt area 
looks like a barrel.  This reduces the possibility of the piston scuffing the cylinder 
wall.

base Circle – on a camshaft, the side opposite a lobe (or cam) that is basically the 
center of the camshaft from which the lobe rises.

bearing – A device placed between a moving part and a non-moving part to reduce 
friction.  typically bearings reduce friction by virtue of their shape and wear-resistant 
material, plus often by containing a fluid between the moving and non-moving 
surfaces.  

bearing Clearance – the space between a bearing and moving component where a 
lubrication film can be maintained.

before Top dead Center (bTdC) – the location of the piston before it has reached 
the top of its stroke.  the location of the piston is measured in degrees of crankshaft 
rotation.  Ignition timing is normally specified in degrees BTDC (example 12° BTDC).

bell mouthing – the uneven wear of a valve guide, brake drum or similar mechanism 
toward the open end. flared wear pattern usually resembles the mouth of a bell.  
Also called “bell wear.”

big end – The large end of the connecting rod that fits on the crankshaft. The rod 
cap attaches to the big end of a connecting rod.

billett – A semi-finished piece of metal, or ingot, usually cast to a rectangular, 
hexagonal or round cross section.

billett Camshaft – A camshaft machined from a billett of steel.

billett Crankshaft – A crankshaft machined from a billett of steel.

bore out – increasing the size of a cylinder by removing metal from the parent block 
or sleeve with a cutting tool (boring bar).  sometimes referred to as "reboring."  After a 
cylinder is bored out, an oversize piston must be installed.  

bottom dead Center (bdC) – the location of the piston at its lowest point of travel.

brake horsepower – Actual horsepower delivered by an engine at the crankshaft.  
Normally measured by means of a dynamometer or pony brake.

break-In – the wearing in process between surfaces of two new or reconditioned 
parts.  

brinell hardness – the Brinell scale characterizes the indentation hardness of 
materials by measuring the penetration of an indenter loaded onto a test-piece.  it 
is one of several definitions of hardness in materials science.  (See also "Rockwell 
Hardness.")   
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bucket Tappet – valve lifter design that is hollow, cylindrical, and closed at one end 
(like an upside-down bucket); used on certain overhead camshaft-design engines.  
The flat, closed end of the tappet rides against the camshaft; the top of the valve 
spring and valve stem is enclosed within the bucket.  

burned valve – A valve that has been deformed or damaged by excessive heat.  
Burned valves should not be reused.  

burnish – (1) to smooth or polish with a moving tool.  (2) A condition caused by 
honing stones that do not cut correctly, get too hot and cause oxidation of the honing 
oil.  (3) A condition in which the cylinder wall is a brown color as a result of improper 
honing.

bushing – A removable, circular, one-piece component placed between two parts, 
either or both of which may move.  the bushing may absorb shock, perform bearing-
like functions or help to position parts.

Cam shaped Piston – A piston machined to a slightly oval shape which, under the 
heat of operation, becomes round.

Camshaft – A rotating shaft with lobes (cams) that open intake and exhaust valves.

Carbon buildup – A substance that can prevent the transfer of heat from the 
combustion chamber.

Carbon-fouled – the buildup of carbon deposits on spark plug electrodes.  fouled 
spark plugs are likely to misfire which causes a loss of power, poor performance and 
inferior fuel economy.

Cast Iron – A commercial alloy of iron, carbon and silicon that is cast in a mold.  it is 
hard, brittle, nonmalleable and cannot be hammer welded, but is more easily fusible 
than steel.

Cavitation – (1) the formation of partial vacuums in a liquid by a quickly moving 
solid body, such as a propeller (or impeller).  (2) the pitting and wearing away of solid 
surfaces (such as metal) as a result of the collapse of these vacuums in surrounding 
liquid.

Chrome silicon steel – An alloy steel often used in high stressed parts such as valve 
springs.  Contains chromium and silicon as key alloying elements.

Combustion Chamber – that portion of the cylinder between the piston and cylinder 
head in which combustion takes place.  

Composite manifold – A manifold made of composite material.  Composite materials 
are man-made materials that offer a combination of desirable engineering properties.  

Compression – increasing the pressure of a gas by reducing its volume.

Compression ratio – the volume of an engine cylinder and combustion chamber 
with the piston at BdC, as compared to the volume when the piston is at tdC.

Compression ring – A type of piston ring that is fitted into the uppermost grooves of 
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a piston to prevent gases from passing into the crankcase.  most automotive pistons 
have two compression rings.

Compression stroke – the upward movement of a piston that squeezes the air/fuel 
mixture into a tiny space, raising its pressure and causing it to explode with greater 
force when ignited.

Connecting rod – or "conrod," a steel component that connects the piston to the 
crankshaft.  failure of a connecting rod results in a catastrophic engine failure.  

Coolant – A mixture, usually an ethylene glycol solution and water, used to carry 
excess heat from the engine to the radiator.

Coolant recovery Tank – An auxiliary tank that receives the overflow when the 
coolant in the radiator expands.  When coolant in the radiator contracts, the overflow 
is drawn back from the recovery tank.

Core Plug – A small metal disc that is force-fit into an opening in the water jacket of 
an engine block.  if the coolant freezes, one or more core plugs may pop out to relieve 
pressure so that the block does not fracture.  Also called a "freeze plug."

Crankcase – A component that houses the crankshaft and related components, one 
of which is the oil pan.

Crankcase dilution – when unburned fuel gets past the rings in the crankcase and 
dilutes (thins) the lubricating oil.

Crankshaft – the component in an engine that converts the reciprocating power 
produced by the pistons, into rotary power that is transmitted to the drive wheels.  it 
is named for the offsets called "cranks" or "crank throws," to which connecting rods 
are attached.

Cubic Inch displacement (CId) – represented in inches.  the product of stroke, size 
of the cylinder bore and number of cylinders of an engine.  the number represents 
the ideal volume of air/fuel mixture that can be drawn into a cylinder with each 
induction stroke, multiplied by the number of cylinders.

Cylinder sleeve/liner – A sleeve or tube inserted between the piston and cylinder 
wall or cylinder block to provide a durable and easily-renewable wear surface for the 
piston.  Cylinder liners that contact coolant are called wet liners.  Cylinder liners that 
only contact the bore of the block are called dry liners.  

dacromet® – A gray, corrosion resistant coating applied to screws, bolts, and other 
small bulk items for automotive use.  dacromet® is comprised mainly of metal oxides 
plus overlapping zinc and aluminum flakes in an inorganic binder.  

dead Center – extreme upper or lower position of crankshaft throw where the piston 
is not moving in either direction.

deep skirt block – A cylinder block whose skirt goes below the centerline of the 
crankshaft.  
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detonation – in a gasoline engine, a sound created by ignition occurring before the 
spark.  detonation commonly occurs in a recess in the combustion chamber and 
upsets the normal pressure pulse occuring in the combustion chamber.  Also known 
as knock, dieseling, after-run and run-on.

die Cast – A metal forming process that consists of forcing molten metal into a mold 
or die.  

dieseling – A situation where a gasoline engine continues to run after the key is 
turned off.  often referred to as "afterrunning."  

displacement – see "Cubic inch displacement."  

double overhead Camshaft (dohC) – An engine design in which two camshafts are 
located on top of the cylinder head.  one camshaft operates the intake valves, and a 
second operates the exhaust valves.

drop forged – A type of forging produced by impact or pressure that forces hot, 
pliable metal to conform to the shape of a die.  drop forging uses a steam hammer or 
gravity drop hammer in combination with closed impression dies.

dry sump – A type of engine lubricating system in which lubricant is stored in a 
remotely mounted reservoir, rather than in an oil pan.  A pump circulates oil through 
tubing that connects the engine to the reservoir.  

ductile Iron - Also called "Nodular iron," is a type of cast iron which is ductile, i.e. 
less brittle due its ability to stretch/bend before it breaks.  

dynamic Timing – timing an engine while the engine is operating.

eutectic – A mixture of two or more elements that has a lower melting point than 
any of its constituents.  Used especially in alloys.  

exhaust Port – An opening in the cylinder head through which exhaust gases leave a 
cylinder.

exhaust valve – As the rotation of the crankshaft pushes the piston back up the 
cylinder, the exhaust valve opens and allows the burned gases to leave the cylinder.

forged – (1) A process of forming metal by heating and hammering.  (2) A process of 
forming metal using a mechanical or hydraulic press with or without heat.

four-Cycle engine (four-stroke) – An engine in which combustion in a cylinder 
occurs every other revolution of the crankshaft.  the strokes are:  intake, 
compression, power and exhaust.  this cycle is also called the otto Cycle.

freewheeling – An engine that is designed so that there is no chance for the valves 
to contact the pistons or other valves, regardless of engine timing.  (originally this 
term referred to disengaging the drive wheels when a vehicle was rolling faster than 
the engine was turning over.)  

gallery – A passageway through which a liquid flows.  In automotive engines, this 
liquid is normally lubricating oil.
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galvanic Corrosion – Based on the Galvanic series (a ranking of metals and alloys 
and their relative electrochemical reaction with seawater).  the lower rated metal in 
the series will corrode.  for example:  steel screws corrode when they contact brass 
in a marine environment; or if copper and steel tubing are joined in a home water 
heater, the steel will corrode near the junction.

glaze – An extremely smooth or glossy engine cylinder surface, polished over a long 
time by friction from the piston rings.

glaze breaker – A tool for removing the glaze on an engine cylinder.

glow Plug – An electrical device (electronically controlled) used to heat a 
precombustion chamber air to help in starting.  

grey Cast Iron – A type of cast iron containing graphite.  the graphite material 
within grey cast iron causes it to be a dark color, resistant to corrosion, resistant to 
wear, and easily machined.  

harmonic balancer – A device used to reduce torsional vibration in the crankshaft of 
an engine with multiple cylinders. 

header – A specially designed tubular exhaust manifold designed to decrease 
backpressure and increase the flow of exhaust gases.  Used to improve performance.  

high swirl Combustion Chamber (hsC) – A combustion chamber that features 
a masked intake port and central spark location.  this creates a high swirl and 
turbulence as the air/fuel mixture is drawn into the combustion chamber and 
provides better mixing of the fuel charge, allowing faster burning and more complete 
combustion.  

hoaT Coolant – An ethylene glycol-based coolant with a Hybrid organic Acid 
technology (HoAt) inhibitor.  HoAt coolants use both inorganic and organic 
inhibitors:  inorganic to provide fast-acting aluminum engine protection from boiling 
and erosion, and organic for non-depleting, long term protection.  

hot spot – An area of a cooling system with above average temperatures, possibly 
due to an air bubble or not enough coolant flow.

hydraulic lash adjuster – A valvetrain component used to automatically and 
continuously compensate for valve dry lash by way of controlled hydraulics during 
engine operation.

hydraulic lifter – A valve lifter that uses oil pressure to keep the lifter in contact 
with the camshaft on one end and the valve stem on the other.  this eliminates all 
clearance in the valvetrain when the engine is running.

hydraulic Tappet – A valve tappet that uses oil pressure to keep the tappet in 
contact with the camshaft on one end and the valve stem on the other.  this 
eliminates all clearance in the valvetrain when the engine is running.

hydro-elastic engine mount – An engine mount filled with a viscous fluid that 
absorbs and deadens engine vibrations.  the mount has two separate chambers with 
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a space between.  The fluid moves between the chambers as it absorbs engine and 
driveline vibrations; much like a conventional shock absorber.

Ignition – (1) the beginning of the burning of the air/fuel mixture in a combustion 
chamber.  (2) slang for the electromechanical system that produces the spark at the 
spark plugs.

Ignition Coil – Part of the ignition system that acts as a transformer.  it changes 
pulsed, low-voltage direct current in the primary windings to a high-voltage, spark 
impulse in the secondary winding.  It does this by a collapsing of the magnetic field in 
the coil.  

Impeller – An internal wheel with blades that is used to move a liquid or a gas.  

Indicated horsepower (hP) – the power developed in the cylinders.  it is equal to the 
brake horsepower plus the horsepower loss to friction.  

Indirect Injection – Fuel injection into a prechamber or cell in which ignition is 
initiated before the burning mixture enters the main combustion chamber.  

Intake manifold – An engine component that guides the air/fuel mixture from the 
throttle body assembly to the cylinders.  

Intake Port – the opening in the cylinder head of an engine through which the air or 
air/fuel mixture enters the cylinder.  

Intake valve – the valve that opens the intake port which allows the air or air/fuel 
mixture to enter an engine cylinder, and then closes, trapping the mixture in the 
cylinder.  

Intercooler – A device used to cool air compressed by a turbocharger or supercharger 
before the air enters the intake manifold.  Intercoolers rely on engine coolant (jacket 
water intercooler or air-to-air intercooler) to cool the air going through them.  

Intercooling – A term applied to the cooling of air by an intercooler before entering 
the intake manifold, after a turbocharger or supercharger has pressurized the air.  

Internal Combustion engine – An engine that gets its power from fuel that is 
burned in the engine.  

Internal energy – the energy that a body possesses due to its condition, such as 
pressure and temperature.  

Inverted Tooth Chain – A common type of timing chain known for superior sound 
control.  

jet – A tube or opening of a calibrated size through which air and/or fuel flows.  

journal – The smoothly finished part of a shaft that turns within a bearing.  

Knock – An undesirable sound produced when the air/fuel mixture is ignited by 
something other than the spark plug, such as a hot spot in the combustion chamber.  
light knock is normal in modern engines during heavy acceleration or under high 
load conditions, such as climbing steep grades.  severe knock can be caused by fuel 
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with too low an octane rating or by improper adjustment of the ignition system, and 
it will damage the engine.  Knock is also called "detonation" or "ping."  

laminated steel – thin, bonded layers of steel, as used in some gasket designs.  

lash – the amount of play or free movement (slack) between interacting parts, such 
as a set of gear teeth or valvetrain components.  

leakdown rate – the time it takes for a valve tappet to collapse when being tested 
on a leakdown tester.

lifter – A cylindrical metal component that contacts a camshaft lobe on one end and 
the pushrod, rocker arm or valve stem on the other.  oil inside the lifter transfers 
the up and down action of the cam to the pushrod, rocker arm or valve stem using 
hydraulic action.

lobes – Elliptical projections on a rotating camshaft that create open/close valve 
movement.  

main bearings – the bearings in which the crankshaft turns.

manifold vacuum – low pressure in the intake manifold caused by the evacuating 
action of the pistons and cylinders.

martensitic – refers to a very hard form of steel crystalline structure created by 
rapidly cooling (quenching) a molten solution of iron containing up to 1% carbon.  

Mechanical	Efficiency – the ratio of brake horsepower output of an engine to the 
indicated horsepower in the cylinders.

Misfiring – when one or more cylinders are not producing power.  

multiple displacement system – a system (mds) that automatically disables four 
cylinders of a v8, as on certain 5.7l Hemi® engines, during light engine loads.  

mushroom lifter – A lifter with a large head area that provides a greater load-
bearing surface to ride against the camshaft.

mushroom Tappet – A tappet with a large head area that provides a greater load-
bearing surface to ride against the camshaft (usually only used on pushrod-type 
engines).  

napier Piston ring – this type of piston ring has a tapered hook face or groove.  the 
design of the groove functions as a scraper to provide a consistent thickness of oil 
film.  A micro-Napier piston ring has a smaller hook face or groove.

nodular Iron – A gray iron that produces stronger and more ductile castings with 
characteristics similar to steel.  while most varieties of cast iron are brittle, ductile 
iron is much more flexible and elastic due to its nodular graphite inclusions.  
typically this material is used for valves, pump bodies, crankshafts, gears and other 
automotive and machine components.  Also called "ductile iron," it is composed of 
gray iron, silicon, plus a small amount of magnesium and/or cerium for ductility.  

non-freewheeling – An engine in which if the timing belt breaks, unlike a 
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"freewheeling" design, the valves may strike the pistons, potentially causing serious 
engine damage.

normally aspirated – An engine without a turbocharger or supercharger.  the 
cylinder air charge pressure at the start of the compression cycle is very near, or 
slightly below atmospheric pressure.

ohC – An abbreviation for overhead Camshaft.

ohv – An abbreviation for overhead valve.

oil Cooler – A small radiator that is used to cool oil.  

oil Pan – the metal housing at the bottom of the engine, which serves as an oil 
reservoir and is part of the crankcase.  

oil Pump – A device that forces lubricating oil through the engine.  

oil ring – the bottom piston ring that prevents excess oil from going up past the 
piston.  Also called an oil scraper because it wipes oil from the cylinder walls and lets 
it drain back into the oil pan.

oil seal – A component that prevents oil from leaking along a shaft or other moving 
part.  

oil strainer – A screen mounted at or near the oil pump to prevent the passage of 
large solid impurities into the engine.  

oil squirter – A steel tube attached to the engine block at the bottom of each 
cylinder that is connected to the lubrication system.  A nozzle on the end of this tube 
sprays oil up into the cylinder to help cool the underside of the piston crown.  

oil squirt hole (in a Connecting rod) – A hole on one side of a connecting rod 
that sprays oil from the rod bearing upwards to help lubricate the thrust side of the 
cylinder wall.  

ovate Wire – oval-shaped wire. valve springs can be made of ovate wire or round-
shaped wire.  ovate springs have more spring material occupying the same vertical 
area as round-shaped wire springs.  

overhead Camshaft (ohC) – engine design in which the camshaft is mounted on 
top of the cylinder head.

overheating – An abnormal condition in which coolant temperature becomes 
excessive.  symptoms include activation of the temperature warning light, the 
temperature gauge in the overheated range, or coolant overflowing the overflow tank.

over square – An engine design in which the diameter of the bore is more than the 
length of the stroke of the piston.  

Perforated Core graphite gasket – A multi-layered gasket containing a graphite 
core.  "Perforated" refers to die cutting a number of holes in a single gasket sheet.  

Phosphor bronze – An alloy of copper, tin and lead.  sometimes used as a material 
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for heavy-duty engine bearings.  

Ping – An undesirable sound that may be related to pre-ignition or detonation noise 
from a hot engine under load.  

Piston – A metal component tightly fitted within a cylinder which moves under 
hydraulic, mechanical, or combustion pressures.  in an automobile engine, a piston 
moves under combustion pressure and is attached to a rod which transfers this 
energy to the crankshaft.  

Piston boss – the portion of the piston that supports the piston pin.

Piston Crown – the top of a piston.  sometimes called the "Piston Head."

Piston displacement – the volume of air moved or displaced by the movement of the 
piston from BdC to tdC.

Piston head – the part of the piston above the piston rings.  

Piston lands – the parts of the piston between the piston rings.

Piston ring expander – A piston ring placed behind the piston oil ring designed to 
force the ring against the cylinder wall.  Also known as a "spacer."  

Piston ring gap – the clearance between the ends of the piston ring.  Piston rings 
have a break in them to allow for installation and removal from the "Piston ring 
Groove."

Piston ring groove – The groove formed in a piston into which a piston ring fits.

Piston rings – metal rings mounted in grooves in a piston that push against the 
walls of the cylinder.  designed to prevent compression forces from leaking past the 
pistons into the crankcase, and to keep excess oil from leaking past the pistons into 
the combustion chamber.  Usually made of steel, cast iron or a long-wearing alloy.

Piston skirt – the portion of the piston below the piston pin that is designed to bear 
the side thrust of the piston.  

Plenum – the chamber in the intake manifold where air is directed by intake runners 
to the ports in the cylinder head.  

Pony brake – A machine for measuring the brake horsepower of an engine.

Port – An opening in the cylinder head through which the air/fuel mixture or exhaust 
gases flow.  

Positive Twist – An asymmetric change in the piston ring cross section that causes 
it to twist in an upward direction (towards the piston crown), aiding ring sealing at 
the top and bottom of the ring groove.  

Positive valve rotator – A device at the base or top of a valve spring that slightly 
turns the valve each time the valve opens.  turning the valve prevents the buildup of 
carbon on the face of the valve and valve seat.  

Powdered metal – A substance used in the manufacture of metal pieces that have 
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precise shapes.  made by compacting metal powders, followed by high-temperature 
heat-treating (sintering).  

Power stroke – downward movement of the piston after the ignition of the air/fuel 
mixture in an engine cylinder.  

Pre-Ignition – ignition of the air/fuel mixture before the spark occurs at the spark 
plug.  often caused by glowing carbon deposits or hot spots in the combustion 
chambers.  Also called knocking ("Knock") or pinging ("Ping"), it can be harmful to an 
engine.  

Pushrod – A rod or tube in overhead valve engines that is fitted between the rocker 
arm and the valve lifter or tappet.  sometimes referred to as a "push-tube."  

resonator – A sound-reduction device normally positioned behind the muffler in an 
exhaust system, or before the throttle in an air intake system.  

retard – Any automatic or manual action that delays ignition spark or fuel injection, 
in relation to the position of the piston.  

rockwell hardness – the rockwell scale characterizes the indentation hardness of 
a material.  It is one of several definitions of hardness in materials science.  (See also 
"Brinell Hardness.")  

rocker arm – A valvetrain component that pivots (rocks) on a shaft or on a ball-
shaped stud.  in some valvetrains rocker arms are used to change upward force on 
one end into downward force on the other.  

rolled fillet – A fillet is a round joint between two parts connected at an angle.  A 
rolled fillet has a strip to reinforce the corner where the two surfaces meet.  

roller Chain – A common type of timing chain known for superior wear resistance.  

roller Tappet – A specially designed tappet that uses a roller bearing to contact 
the camshaft, thus substantially reducing friction when compared to a conventional 
tappet.  

roller vane Pump – Uses a rotor with six to ten vanes that rotate in an elliptical 
pump ring.  fluid trapped between the vanes is forced out under pressure as the 
vanes move from the long diameter of the pump ring to the short diameter.  

seat – (1) The surface on which a part, such as a valve, rests.  (2) The final mating of 
parts after break-in.

serpentine drive belt – A single drive belt that drives all, or most, of the engine-
powered accessories.  

single overhead Camshaft (sohC) – An engine design with a single camshaft placed 
on top of the cylinder head.  

sinter bonded – A process of powder metallurgy in which particles of powdered 
metal fuse together when heated to a high temperature (sintered).  

sintered metal – metal in the form of compressed powder that has been melted 
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under high temperature (sintered), allowing the individual particles to bond together.  

skirt – the hollow, lower part of a piston located below the "Piston rings."

slap – An undesirable sound made by a loose fitting piston as it strikes the cylinder 
wall.  

small end – The end of the connecting rod that fits into the piston.  

sodium-Cooled valve – An engine valve designed with a hollow stem filled with 
sodium crystals that function to conduct heat away from the valve head.  

spark Knock – Abnormal combustion that is accompanied by an undesirable pinging 
noise, or "Ping."  

squish – the action in the combustion chamber in which some of the air/fuel 
mixture is swirled (squished) to create turbulence during the compression stroke.  

static Timing – the timing status of an engine when it is not running.  

Stratified	Charge – A method of drawing the air/fuel mixture into the combustion 
chamber in layers with a layer at the spark plug rich enough to be ignited by a spark, 
but progressively leaner layers away from the spark plug.  

stroke – the distance the piston travels from tdC to BdC.  

supercharger – A horsepower-enhancing device driven by a mechanical means, 
such as an engine drive belt, chain or gear.  the device is used to draw in air and 
compress it, then distribute it under high pressure to the intake manifold.  often 
referred to as a “blower.”

swirl – A turbulent rotation of the air/fuel mixture as it enters the cylinder.  

Tappet – A solid valve lifter with no hydraulic fluid.  See Lifter.

Throttle body – The section of a fuel injection system that contains the throttle 
valve.  

Throttle body fuel Injection – A simplified fuel injection system built into a 
housing that resembles a carburetor.  

Timing – The relationship between the firing of the spark plug and the position 
of the piston.  Usually expressed in crankshaft degrees before or after tdC on the 
compression stroke (example:  15° BtdC).

Timing belt – A belt with cogs (squared teeth) that drives an overhead camshaft.  on 
some diesels, the belt also drives a fuel injection pump.  

Timing Chain – A crankshaft-driven chain that turns the camshaft to open and close 
cylinder valves at the proper time.  

Timing gear – Can refer to both the gear attached to the camshaft(s) and the gear 
on the crankshaft.  their purpose is to provide a means of driving the camshaft, 
generally using either a timing chain or a cog belt.  
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Top dead Center (TdC) – the position of the piston at its highest point of travel.

Torque-to-angle – Using a relatively low torque to run down a threaded fastener, 
then a single measured turn to tighten it to the desired level.   

Torque-to-yield – tightening a bolt to but not beyond its threshold of yield.  

Turbocharger – An assembly with a turbine wheel that is driven by the exhaust from 
an engine.  the turbine wheel drives a compressor that draws in air and routes it to 
the engine air intake system.  often shortened to "turbo."  

Turbulence – An irregular motion of gases necessary for the proper mixing of air and 
fuel in a combustion chamber.  

ultrasonic Welding – A process of welding that uses a transducer with an externally 
supplied energy to create lateral vibrations at the tool tip.  Used extensively in the 
auto industry for lap welding of sheets, foil and thin wire.  

valve Clearance – the free play between a valve and a rocker arm, as measured with 
feeler gauges.  Also referred to as "valve lash" and "valve dry lash."  

valve float – A condition in which the valves cannot close before combustion begins.

valve guide – A passage in which the valve stem slides.

valve overlap – the interval between the intake and exhaust strokes when both the 
exhaust and intake valves are open.  this helps with the removal of exhaust gases 
from the cylinder.  

valve relief – indentations in the top surface of a piston that allow for increased 
valve opening configuration with no valve/piston contact.  

valve seat Insert – A replaceable valve seat.  

valve stem – the rod-like portion of a valve that moves in the valve guide.

valve stem (oil) seal – the seal around the valve stem that prevents too much oil 
from passing down into the valve guide.  

vibration damper – A weighted device, attached to a crankshaft that smoothes out 
power flow and prevents torsional vibration.

Waste gate – A component of a turbocharger that relieves excess boost pressure.

Water jacket – the hollow areas around an engine head and cylinders through 
which coolant flows to collect excess combustion heat.  

Windage Tray – An oil control component that reduces oil aeration and improves 
power output.  it does this by directing oil away from the crankshaft as it drains from 
the heads and chain case down into the oil pan sump.  

Wrist Pin - A short rod that secures the connecting rod to the piston.  It fits into a 
hole in the side of the piston, passes through the small end of the connecting rod 
and through to the hole in the other side of the piston.  Some wrist pins are press fit; 
some are secured with C-clips.  
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notes:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


